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NATIONAL AERONAUTICS AND SPACE ADMINISTRATION
SUMMARY
The results and analyses of aerodynamic and acoustic studies conducted
on the Small Scale Noise and Wind Tunnel Tests of Upper Surface Blowing
Nozzle Flap Concepts are presented. The aerodynamic test was conducted during
a period from June 6 to 16, 1975 by the Contractor at its NAAL low speed
atmospheric wind tunnel (test number NAAL 742). The acoustic test was
performed by Bolt, Beranek and Newman (BBN), as sub-contractors, at BBN's
Cambridge, Massachusetts facility.
A summary of results of the Contractor's previous aerodynamic tests
(NAAL's 714 and 720) performed by the Contractor's IR&D funds are also
included.
Various types of nozzle flap concepts have been tested under the
current contract. These are an upper surface blowing concept with a multiple
slot arrangement with seven slots ( "seven slotted nozzle"), an upper surface
blowing type with a large nozzle exit at approximately mid-chord location
in conjunction with a powered trailing edge flap with multiple slots
("split flow or partially slotted nozzle"). In addition,aerodynamic tests
have been continued on a similar multi-slotted nozzle flap, but with 14
slots, using the Contractor's SR&D funds.
All three types of nozzle flap concepts tested appear to be about equal
in overall aerodynamic performance but with the split flow nozzle somewhat
better than the other two nozzle flaps in the landing approach mode. All
nozzle flaps can be deflected to a large angle to increase drag without
significant loss in lift. The nozzle flap concepts appear to be viable
aerodynamic drag modulation devices for landing.
Prior tests (NAAL 720) indicated that the nozzle flap concept is
superior to the regular Coanda flap in the capability to generate a steep
descent flight path for landing approach. Prior to NAAL 720 tests, tests
were conducted on an ext^-.nal blown type flap, a regular Coanda flap and the
slotted nozzle concept with 2 slots (NAAL 714). These tests indicated that
for the best geometries selected the Coanda flaps and the nozzle flaps are
compatible in terms of maximum lift. The externally blown flap produced
greater lift and drag and was regarded to be the best of all flap types from
an aerodynamic landing performance viewpoint but slightly detrimental for
STOL climb performance because of the higher drag. However, the externally
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--	 Angle of attack in degrees
-	 Nozzle (powered) flap deflection angle in degrees
Wing flap deflection angle in degrees
Revolutions per minute
--	 Reference chord length in meters (feet)
-	 Reference area in square meters (square feet)
=	 Dynamic pressure in Newtons per square meter (pounds per
square foot)
Axial force in Newtons (pounds)
=	 Drag force in Newtons (pounds)
Lift force in Newtons (pounds)
--	 Pitching moment in meter - Ifewtons (foot-po-Lmds)
-	
Normal force in Newtons (pounds)
Static reference thrust in Newtons (pounds) (SN) SF = 00)
-	 Drag coefficient = D/q.S
Lift coefficient = L/q.S
-	 Pitching moment coefficient = Mfq.S.c
--	 Thrust coefficient = T/q.S
--	 Axial force to static reference thrust ratio (positive
forward)
- 	 Drag force to static reference thrust ratio
Lift force to static reference thrust ratio
Pitching moment to static reference thrust moment ratio




LATURE ( CONTINUED )
N2: Fourteen multi-slotted nozzle
N3: Seven slotted nozzle
N4. Split flow partially slotted nozzle
I T1, PT2 = FTIPATM = Total pressures at nacelle exit/atmospheric pressure(figures 3 and 14)
PS19 PS2, PS31 PSO PS & PS6 = PSIPATM = Static pressure/atmosphericpressure (figures 3 and 14)
TTFX = Rake temperature at nacelle exit (the thermocouple is located on
the total head tube as shown on figure 3)




Dimensional data used to non-dimensionalize the test data are:
c = Reference chord = . 373 meter = 14.7 inches = 1.225 feet
b = Wing semi.-span = 1.067 meters = 42 inches = 3.5 feet	 I




There has been a considerable interest focused on the Coanda flap as
a mans to enhance wing lift for short takeoff and landing (STOL) aircraft.
How ;r, as is d.iicussed in reference (4), past NASA investigations of
Coanda type flap have shown that relatively large flap radii are needed
to prevent flow separation over the Coanda surface for large flap angles.
To circumvent the use of Coanda flaps with such large radii, the Aerodynamics
group of Rockwell International has in early 1973 conceived and devised a
split Coanda flap with two nozzles in series, each nozzle having its own
Coanda flap portion (cd1?H7 +,11v „siott = ,' nozzle fl_:.t with " 1,1. , '..•" }; ^ ,, n).
This flap has since formed a basis for further development on an experimental
In order to establish some design ground rules for the slotted nozzle
flap and to obtain a direct comparison with the unslotted Coanda flap and
with more extensively analyzed externally blown flap, a wind tunnel test
was conducted by RI/LAAD in September, 1973. At about the same time a
noise test was performed with the same model by Bolt, Beranek and Newman,
Inc. as sub-contractors. A regular Coanda flap and the RI devised slotted
nozzle flap were tested along with an externally blown flap. Nozzle
and flap geometries were varied to obtain aerodynamically optimum
configuration for each of the three flap types tested. The results of the
aerodynamic test are documented in reference (1) and result of the noise
test in reference (2).
For the geometries selected the Coanda flap and the slotted nozzle
flap were about compatible at same angles. The externally blown flap
produced greater lift and drag and was regarded to be the best of these
flap types from a STOL landing approach viewpoint (where high drag is
beneficial) but slightly detrimental for STOL climb performance because
of the higher drag. However f acoustic tests indira;_,d the externally blvini
flap to produce higher noise. The slotted nozzle flap was, therefore,
:found to be a attractive alternate flap system, aerodynamically and
acoustically.
Meanwhile, discussions with noise abatement specialists from Bolt,
Beranek and Newman resulted in an expansion of this concept into a multiple
exhaust with many exhaust openings in series. The purpose of the multiple
slot configuration is to alter the noise spectrum of upper surface blown
flaps by breaking up the exhaust into filaments where predominantly high
frequency noise is generated rather than low frequency. The higher frequency
noise s then attenuated more easily, leading to lower cabin noise levels.
This concept led to design of a multi-slotted nozzle flap, where many
exhaust slots are located at the upper surface, again each followed by a
small portion of a Coanda surface. The entire exhaust flow was lead through 	 f
slots in the forward portion followed by a slotted rear flap. Specifically
of aerodynamic interest was whether the exhaust nozzles' rear flap, which 	 a
can be set to various angles for thrust vectoringy could be rotated to high
deflection angles without causing flow separation. High deflection angles
are needed to provide adequate aircraft drag in the landing descent.
r
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The nozzle flap concepts need a high def'leetion because the rotatable nozzle
flap portions have a small chord and in itself produces little power-off drag.
Furthermore, of interest was whether the lift induced by the multi-slotted
arrangement was still comparable to the Coanda flap. An aerodynamic
multi-slotted nozzle flap test was conducted with 14 slots. An underslung
nacelle was used leading exhaust through the wing to the upper surface, as
well as a nacelle located above the wing (overwing nacelle). The test was
conducted in the Rockwell NAAL two speed wind tunnel (NAAL 720) in March,
1974 with Contractor's IRO funds. The test results are reported in
reference (4). In reference (5) the multi-slotted nozzle flap is compared
to the regular Coanda nozzle flap. The test results indicated that the
nozzle flap concept with the multi-slotted exhaust nozzle is superior
to the regular Coanda flap in the capability to generate a steep descent
flight path for landing approach.
The present tests were initiated under WA/Ames sponsorship to
continue with the experimental aeodynamic and acoustic investigation of a
multi-slotted nozzle-flap arrangement. Nozzle-flaps tested were an upper
surface blowing concept with a mulliple slot arrangement with fewer slots
(7 instead of 14) and an upper surface blowing type with a large nozzle exit
at approximately semi-chord location in conjunction with a powered trailing
edge flap with multiple slots (split flow or partically slotted nozzle).
The objective of the present program was to obtain aerodynamic and acoustic
dota on the above two new nozzles, compare to them the 14 slotted nozzle
and other previous tests and to evaluate the noise test results in terms
of an extrapolation to a 48000 pounds gross weight. Information will be
used to provide a data base for future design and tests of improved noise
suppression nozzles for upper surface blown flaps systems.
This volume of the final report presents experimental aerodynamic data
obtained from the Contractor's low speed atmospheric wind tunnel (NAAL 742)
in June, 1.975, and analyzes and correlates these data and compares them to
earlier t?st results obtained on the multi-slotted nozzle flap. .
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iMODEL DESCRIPTION
The model is a semi-span wing with a powered nacelle, representative
of a STOL aircraft. The half span is 1.067m (3.5 ft.), semi-span wing
reference area, 0.398m2 (4.288 ft.2 ),and the reference chord length,
.373m (1. 22 5 ft.). A single nitrogen driven fan is installed at the center
of the half span capable of supplying exhaust forces in the order of
440 Newtons (100 lb.). Photographs of the model and its installations on
the outside static test stand and in the wind tunnel are shown in figures
1 and 2, respectively.
Three different types of nozzle-flap arrangements located behind the
fan exhaust were tested. These are a seven slotted type (N3) and a split
flow partially slotted type (174) and a 14 slot type (N2). The 172 has previously
been tested by the Contractor in its low speed wind tunnel (test No. NAAL
720, reference 4 except that the flap is now moved aft) and; therefore,
the scope of the present aerodynamic testing of the N2 is limited.
Schematics pertaining to the seven slotted and split flow nozzles
are shown in figures 3 through 5. The 14 slot nozzle configuration is
presented in figure 6. These figures show that the flaps have different
numbers and locations of slots depending on the nozzle geometry, i.e. split
flow flaps and the 14 slot configuration have 4 slots and the 7 slot
configuration has 2 slots on the flap. All three nozzles have the same
total exhaust area. Figure 7 shows a plan view of the semi-span wing-
nacelle assembly.
Wing flap details are given in figure 8 for the 60-degree double
slotted flap and in figure 9 for the 40-degree single slotted flap. The
wing flaps were moved aft 0.068m (2.7 inches) from the previous wing flap
position by inserting a fill-block into the powered portion of the wing.
This flap relocation was used to approximately align the trailing edges
of the flaps adjacent to the powered wing portion with these inside the
powered portion. A 40 degree flap deflection is simulated by delet,.ng
the second, segment of a double slotted flap and relocating the first segment
on a different strut. Flow from the lower surface to the upper surface
at the sides of the blown flaps is prevented by installing small local
fences between the flaps of the blown and the unblown portion of the wing,
and by extending the unblown flaps laterally towards the blown flap so as to
leave no lateral gaps.
The same leading edge Krueger flaps that were used previously are
installed along the entire wing leading edge. A drawing of the leading edge
cross section is presented in figure 10. The leading edge flaps were
mounted during the entire test and no flaps-up runs were wade.
The power unit in the model is a fan, from Tech Development Inc., Ohio,
model TD-457, serial number 283. The fan is powered by a tip turbine and
is driven by nitrogen with a maximum pressure of 2070 kPa (300 psi). The
fan diameter is 0.14m (5.5 inches). Mounting of the fan is shown in
figure 11. It is to be noted that all fan exhaust flows over the upper
surface of the wing.
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The model was installed outside the wind tunnel on a test stand for the
static tests as shgan in a photograph of figure 1. The photograph of
figure 2 shows the model installation in the tunnel with the half wing
positioned vertically on the turntable with a splitter plate installed.
The schematic of the nitrogen plumbing is presented in figure 12, and is
devised to minimize interference of power supply on the wind tunnel balance
readings by using flexible tubes. Photographs of figures 13 through 15
present the three nacelle-nozzle-wing arrangements and their installations
inside and outside the wind tunnel.
Figure 16 schematic shows layout of the pressure taps inside the










Figure 1. Static Test Model Installation
FiEure 2. Model Installation in the W=nd Tunnel
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FIGURE 5. SPLIT Flow PARTIALC Y SLOTTED NOZZLE fLAP
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Figurt, 14. Split Flow Partially Slotted Nozzle Flap (N4) Test




Figure 15. Fourteen Slot Nozzle Flap:(N2)Test














AERODYNAMIC TEST PROCEDURES AND DATA ACQUISITION
The bulk of the present tests were made with the seven slot and split
flow partially slotted nozzle flaps. The 14 slot nozzle (N2) was previously
tested aerodynamically, (reference 4) and very limited additional testing was
carried out with the nozzle flaps during the present aerodynamic experiment
with a further aft location of the flap.
The static test was conducted outside the tunnel in accordance with
Aerodynamics recommendations made from two previous tests, i.e., NAAL'a
714 and 720, references (1) and (4). The outside location for the
static test was used to avoid possible induced flow in the wind tunnel that
could be generated by the model exhaust even while the wind tunnel power
is off. Table I describes the static tests performed. Deflection angles of
the powered nozzle flap are 40, 60° and 90% The wing flaps adjacent to the
nozzle were deflected 40° (single slotted) and 60° (double slotted). The
fan RPM was varied from maximum (34600 RPM) to 70% (24200 RPM), to 50%
(17300 RPM), and to 30% (10400 RPM) during all static test runs. The model
lift, drag and pitching moment were measured. Also recorded were fan rpm,
exhaust flow parameters inside the nacelle (one temperature, two total
pressures and six static pressures). The purpose of the static test was to
measure lift and drag forces acting on the model and to determine static
reference thrusts as discussed later.
Table II lists tests conducted inside the wind tunnel. Powered tests
were conducted by varying fan rpm while fixing the tunnel dynamic pressure
q to a specified value to achieve thrust coefficients of 4, 21 1 and 0.1.
The low value of CT = 0.1 was included in an attempt to obtain aerodynamic
characteristics where the flow on the upper surface of the flap is not
separated but no significant lift increase due to supercirculation has
occured; i.e. to have essentially a power off condition where the boundary
layer separation has been eliminated. The fan rpm wa:., varied as indicated
on Table II. A lower q was used to achieve CT = 4. The thrust
coefficient (CT) is defined herein as follows:
CT = T
e
where T = Static reference thrust Newtons (pounds)
($N, SF = O°)
q = Dynamic pressure in kPa (psf)
S = Reference area
= 0.398m2 (4.288 ft.2)'
For CT = 4, the maximum q for the seven slotted nozzle (N3) using the static
reference thrust at maximum rpm of 34600 is
q =
	
T	 -	 98	 = 5.7 psf
max	 CT,-S	 4 x 4.29
i
or 0.273 kPa and for CT := 2, using the same maximum static reference thrust
gmax = T
	 98	 = 11.4 psf = 0.5+6 kPa
CT S	 2 x 4.29
At lower CT values and during power off conditions this q value is used.
However for power off (fan wind milling) free air runs the low and high
q's were used to obtain the effect of airspeed on the aerodynamic
characteristics. q and rpm values for other nacelles are also noted on
'fable Tl.
Measured during the tunnel tests were;
1. Model lift, drag and pitching moment
2. Fan rpm
3. Exhaust flow parameters inside nacelle (one temperature, two total
and six static pressures)
4. Mass flow supply to fan (weight flow per second)
5. Tunnel flow conditions (temperature, dynamic and atmospheric
pressures)
Figure 17 presents the average measured fan weight flow per second into
the nozzle as a variable of thrust coefficient.
Tabulated computer printout data and machine plots are presented in
appendices of this report.
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TABLE I
Static Test', Schedule (NAAL 742)
RUN NOZZLE SN Deg. _Deg. REMARKS
x N3 4o 4o
3 N3 6o 6o
4 N3 go
6 N4 90 6o Rerun of run 5
7 N4 6o 6o
8 N4 4o 4o {
9 N2 lip 4o Funded by RI/MAD
Ip N2 6o 6o Funded by RI/LMT
Il N2 6o 60 Funded by RI/LkA.D




TABLE Zz Aerodynamic Test Schedule (NAAL 742)
3
RUN NOZZLE gN _ dig 63^- deg FAY RPM OT TUNNEL REMARM
kPa
3 (psf)
12 N2 60 6o 34600 4 0.264
 (5.5) Banded by RI/LAAD
Wing flans moved aft
13 N2 60 6o 0 0 0. 264 (5.5) Funded by RI/LAAD
Wing flaps	 moved aft
17 N3 90 60 34600 4 0.273 (5.7) Rerun of run 14
18 N3 90 60 0 0 0.273 (5.7) Rerun o f run 15
19 N3 90 6o 34600 2 0.5+6 (n .h) Rerun of run 16
N
20 N3 90 6o 23500 1 0.546 (11.4)
21 N3 90 6o 5500 .1 0.546 (11-.4)
22 N3 90 60 0 0 0.546 (11.4)
23 N3 6o 6o 34600 4 0.273 (5.7)
24 N3 6o 6o 0 0 0.273 (5.7)
25 N3 6o 6o 34600 2 0.546 (11.li)
26 N3 6o 6o 23500 1 0.51,6	 (11.li)
27 N3 60 6o 5500 .1 0.546 (11.x)
28 N3 6o 6o 0 0 0.5 6 (11.4)
TABLE II Aerodynamic Test Schedule (MA.L 74^) (Continued)
RUN NOZZLE SN - deg Sp -deg FAIL RPM CT TUNNEL REMAM
kPa
(nsf)
29 N3 40 4o 34600 4 0.273 (5.7)
30 N3 4o 4o 0 0 0.273 (5.7)
31 N3 40 4o 346o0 2 0.546 (11.h)
32 N3 4o 4o 2-3500 1 0. 546 (11. 4)
33 113 4o 4o 5500 .1 0.546 (il.^)
34 N3 4o 4o 0 0 0.5^ 6	 (11.4)
35 N4 4o 40 34600 4 0.244	 ( 5. 1)s
36 N4 4o 4o 0 0 0.244 (5.1)
37 N4 4o 40 34600 2 0.494 (10.3)
38 N4 4O 4o 22600 1 0.494 (10.3)
39 N4 4o 4o 5200 .1 o.494 (10.3)
4o N4 4o 4o 0 0 o.494 (10.3)
47 N4 60 60 0 0 o.244 ( 5 .1) Rerun of run 42
48 N4
6o 6o 0 0 o.494  (10.3) Rerun o f run 46
49 N4 6o 6o 34600 4 0. 244 ( 5. 1) Rerun of run 41
50 N4 6o 6o 34600 2 o. 494 (10.3) Rerun of run 43
TABLE II Aerodynamic Test Schedule (NA.AL 742) (Continued)
RUN NOZZLE 5N - deg 8 F ..	 (i I'S' FAN PT Y CT TUNNEL 7q	 REMARKS
--- kPa
(Psi')
51 N4 6o 6o 22600 1 0.494 (10.3)	 Rerun of run 44
52 N4 6o 6o 5200 .1 o.494 (10.3)	 Rerun of run 45
53 N4 go 6o 0 0 o.244 (5.1)
54 N4 go 6o o 0 o.494 (10.3)
55 N4 90 6o 34600 4 0.244 (5.1)
56 N4 90 6o 34600 2 o.494 (10.3)
57 N4 90 6o 34600 4 0.244 (5.1)
58 N4 90 6o 22600 1 o.494 (10.3)
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STATIC FORCE TESTS AMID RBTMMGE THRUST DETERMINATION
Static test results of the three nozzle flap/wing flap arrangements
are presented in figures 18 through 20 in the form of static thrust
T = l2 + D2 versus fan rpm. These thrust cur,res were used to obtain static
reference thrusts by extrapolation to zero flap angle as illustrated by
figure 21. As is discussed in reference (5) (p.9) the slotted exhaust
nozzle is part of the flap, thus the reference thrust can not be determined
for a zero flap setting by removing the flap. This is the reason the
extrapolation method was used to determine the reference thrusts. The
reference thrust, thus obtained are used to non-dimensionalize normal (N)
and axial (A) forces (NIT) are plotted against axial forces (A/T) in
figure 22 to determine thrust turning angles (0) and thrust turning
efficiency (n).
Figure 22 indicates that the turning angles are about the same for
three nozzle configurations; however, the turning efficiency is better for
the split'flow partially slotted nozzle than for the seven slotted nozzle,
showing as much as 10 percent difference for the nozzld flap/wing flap
setting 90°160% The seven slot and 14 slot nozzles are about the same
in turning efficiency.
Static thrust of split flow nozzle is low compared to the other two
at low nozzle and flap deflection angles. At nozzle flap/wing flap
deflections of 90 0/60° the static thrust of split flow has the same. level
as that of the seven slotted nozzle (figure 21). Therefore, the split
flow nozzle results in lower static reference thrust (at SN/SF = 00/0°)	 x
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AERODYNAMIC TEST RESULTS
Figures 23 through 25 show correlation of lift coefficients at zero
alpha (CIO ) and maximum lift coefficients (Cimax) as a function of thrust
coefficient (CT) for three nozzle flaps (N2, N3 and N4) and three nozzle
flap/wing flap settings of 90 0 60°, 60°1 0° and 40 0/40°. Figure 23
shows the advantage of the split flow partially slotted nozzle (N4) uver
the seven slotted nozzle (N3) at 90 0 60° flap setting in generating ,
somewhat greater lift. At other flap settings the split flow (N4) and Lhe
seven slotted (N3) nozzle flaps show about equal lifting characteristics.
The 14 slotted nozzle flap (N2) was tested at 60 0 160 0 flap setting only
and is equivalent to other two nozzle flaps in lifting capability.
Figures 26 through 28 present the same lifting capabilities of the
three nozzle configurations as functions of angle of attack. For fan
power off conditions (CT = 0) the lift data are shown in conventional
coefficient form as there is negligible power or power-induced effect of
lift due to the wind-milling fan. The power on lift data are expressed
as lift to reference thrust ratios versus angle of attack and as a function
of thrust coefficient. No abrupt stalling characteristics are noted for any
of the three nozzle arrangements. These data again indicate that the split
flow (NQ nozzle has better lifting capability (CL) than the seven slotted
one (N3 ) at 90 °160 0 flap setting. The ratio of lift to static reference
thrust is indicative of lifting efficiency rather than just a lifting force.
Drag polars of the split flow partially slotted nozzle and the seven
slotted nozzle are given in figures 29 and 30 for various flap angles
and thrust settings. It is seen that the nozzle flap can be deflected to
a large angle without significant loss in lift. This is important for glide
path control during landing since such control is obtained by varying the
airplane drag. The data give the appearance that even larger nozzle flap
angles are aerodynamically feasible for producing drag without much loss
in lift. The data also indicate that the split flow nozzle (figure 30) at
CT = 2 and 60°/60 0 flap setting produces a slightly lesser drag than the
seven slotted at same lift coefficients resulting in a steeper climb angle.
A comparison of figures 29 and 30 for the highest thrust coefficient
shows that the 60°/60° flap setting for the split flow partially slotted
nozzle has less drag than the 40°f40° flap setting with the relationship
reversed for the 7-slot nozzle. Lift and drag coefficients, as replotted in
figures 30a and 30b respectively, show that the relationships are reasonable
and consistent. Figure 21 suggests that the reversal is due to the ability
of the split flow partially slotted nozzle to maintain higher efficiencies
at the larger flap deflections than the 7-slot nozzle.
Detailed aerodynamic data pertaining to lift, drag and pitching moment
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AERODYNAMIC DATA OF PREVIOUS TESTS
In this section, selected data of two previous wind tunnel tests are
presented that use basically the same model but different flaps. The data
of NAAL test 714 are discussed first, whereafter NAAL test 720 is discussed.
NAAL Test 714
The first test was conducted from September 26 to October 1, 1973
in the Rockwell International low speed wind tunnel, and is described in
detail. in reference 1.
The purpose of the test is to determine the effectiveness of these
several different flaps on a Comparative basis in the presence of an equal
powerplant nozzle airflow. These showed that the externally blown flap
generates the highest maximum lift and best landing drag at equal flap
angle, and that the nozzle flap with two slots is a viable flap system.
The model is of a sem.ispan type mounted vertically on the tunnel floor.
The half span is 1.07m (3.5 ft), the semispan wing reference area 0.325m2
(3.5 ft2 ) and the reference chord 0.305m (1.0 ft). A single nitrogen driven
fan is installed at the center of the half span, capable of supplying
exhaust Forces in the order of 445N (100 lb). A top view of the model is
given in figure 32.
Three different types of flaps were tested in a portion of the wing
located behind the fan exhaust. They are the Coanda flap, the externally
blown flap, and a new flap introduced in reference (1). This new flap is
the nozzle flap with two fan exhausts. Sketches of the externally blown
flap are presented in figures 33 and 34, and a sketch of the regular
Coanda flap in figure 35. The radius of the Coanda flap upper surface is
0.153m (6 inches), the height of the exhaust nozzle opening is .0457m (1.$0
inches), figure 36.
A sketch pertaining to the nozzle flap with the two slots is given in
figure 37. This .flap uses fan exhaust located underneath the wing, and the
exhaust is then led through flap gaps to the upper surface of the flap
segments. Each flap segment is then acting as a Coanda flap by itself.
The entire fan exhaust is captured by a duct consisting of a lower wall and
sidewall.s; all of the exhaust is led through the flap gaps. In a flap
retracted condition, the duct is retracted. Flap details are given in
figure 38. The flap segments of this nozzle flap are identictJ to those of the
externally blown flap, except they are positioned differently.
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Wing sections adjacent to the section where the fan exhaust acts carry
only one type of flap. This is essentially an unblown region. The double
slotted flap was chosen for this region in almost all cases to prevent flow
separation. In these adjacent wing sections, this flap is used regardless
of the type of flap tested in the wing section directly behind the fan exhaust.
Constant flap angles, flap chord and flap gaps were used in these wing
sections, identical with the double slotted externally blown flap within the
blown region.
Leading edge Krueger flaps are installed along the entire wing leading
edge. A drawing of the leading edge cross section is presented in figure
B. The leading edge and trai..ing edge flaps are always installed during the
aerodynamic runs (no flaps-up aerodynamic, runs were made).
The power unit in the model is the fan from itch Develorment Tnes ., Ohio
and is designated TD-457. The fan is powered by a tip turbine and is driven
by nitrogen with a maximum pressure of 2930 KPa (300 psi). The fan
diameter is 0.14cam (5.5 inches). Note that all fan exhaust is lead to one
side of the wing.
There are a number of different exhaust ducts. The "regular" exhaust
duct (0.046m (1.8") height) has sidewa.11s that are parallel near the exit.
Another duct has a "reduced height" of the exhaust exit. The two nozzles
are compared with each other in top view as shown in figure 32. The exhaust
areas of 'both nozzles is equal to the fan exhaust area. The nozzle with
parallel sidewalls could be tested with wing fences.
Fbr static test a "Scavenger" or scoop was installed behind the model
to collect the fan flow into a pipe of approximately 0.25m (10") diameter
and to lead it out of the tunnel through a tunnel sidewall. The collection
of the fan flow is needed to avoid any induced wind tunnel flow that would
otherwise be generated by the model exhaust (even while the wind tunnel
power is off). Some "quasi-static" tests were run with model power on, but
with wind tunnel power off and no Scavenger installed. The exhaust of the
model fan generated a small but usually significant tunnel velocity in these
conditions ( q ranging From approximately zero to approximately 50 Pa
(approximately 1 lb/ft }}.
Static thrust calibrations were performed with the "Scavenger" installed
and all flaps removed from the model.
Test results pertaining to static turning angles and thrust
efficiencies are presented in figure 39 for various flap configurations,
nondimensionalized by the above described calibrated static thrust.
The figure shows that the thrust efficiencies obtained with the nozzle
flap and the Coanda flap is about 90%. The data for the externally blown
flap are not included 'because the results apyeared doubtful.
The turning angles of the Slotted Coanda Flap appeared greatest and
about the same as the Coanda flap with fences. The Coanda with reduced nozzle
height and no fences, conducive of spreading, shows a substantially lesser
turning angle.
In case of the nozzle flap it becomes difficult to designate a reference
thrust because no calibration can be made without the flap in place. In this
report the reference thrust was used belonging to the straight sided nozzle
with the regular height.
Pest results at forward speeds are as follows;
(a) Regular Coanda Flap
The (regular) Coanda flap shows an affect of a flat chord extension as
presented in figure 40. For the regular nozzle height, the extension
produces a loss in maximum lift, but for the reduced nozzle height the
extension produces an increase in maximum lift. A correlation is performed
in this figure using a parameter t /h, where Q is the length of the a ­ ;
of the Coanda surface, and h is the vertit;a^ dimension on the nozzle exhaust.
The figure shows that an increased arc length of the flap (i.e. increased
flap angle) beyond an optimum value results in a lift loss. The optimum
value depends on the vertical dimension of the nozzle.
A reduction in the nozzle height improves the ma,xi=n lift capability
for all flap chord lengths tested. The maximum turning angle is increased
when the nozzle height is reduced.
(b) Nozzle Flap With Two Slots
The nozzle flap characteristics are obtained with and without flap
chord extension. At CT = 4.4 a CLMAX of 8.5 is obtained which is high
enough to give this flap serious future considerations (not shown here).
In the above case the si.dewalls of the exhaust, duct were installed so
that all exhaust had to flo-v through the flap gaps. However, tests were
also conducted without sidewalls, and only the bottom of the duct was
installed. Removal of the duct increases the maximum normal force in the
power-on condition. This is probably due to a spreading of the exhaust
flow similar to the externally blown flap principle. Results are shown
in figure 41.
(c) Externally Blown Flap
Externally blown flap characteristics were obtained showing that
the maximum lift valuer are quite high, being in the order of 10.5 for a
CT value of 4.35. (not shown here) and exceeds 8.0 at G = 2.07 (figure 41).
(d) Flap Comparison
A flap comparison of the Coanda flap, slotted Coanda flap, and
externally blown flap is presented in figures 41a and b. For each of these
powered flaps the best geometries were selected; for the Coanda flap the
extended nozzle exhaust and fences were taken, and with regard to the dual
slotted nozzle flaps, the data shown pertain to the test without duct sidewalls.
However, each case represents a condition without flap extension for
consistency i.e. all flaps have a constant flap angle.
The data show that the lifting capability is compatible for the regular
Coanda flap and the nozzle flap, but that the externally blown flap
produces a greater lift and drag. Drag is beneficial from a STOL landing
approach viewpoint, but is detrimental for STOL climb performance.
NAAL 'Pest 720
The test is described in detail in reference 4. This reference
describes the aerodynamic test results of a flap as part of a quiet STOL
vehicle research program. This effort was performed by the Aerodynamics
Group of the Los Angeles Aireraf4 Division of Rockwell International.
Additional testing was carried jut to establish noise characteristics.
These are reported separate!, (reference 6). The testing was conducted
March 11 through 14 of 197+ in the Roclwell low speed facility. The
present document presents selected data.
Test results are presented for a short chord, multiple slotted nozzle
flap configuration. Aerodynamic data at static and forward speed conditions
are compared with a conventional large chord Coanda flap with a single
exhaust nozzle. Results show that the multiple slotted nozzle flap is
superior in the capability to generate a steep descent angle during landing
while providing a potentially low noise STOL design approach. Two vertical
positions of nacelles were tested: a high location with an over wing location
of the nacelle, and a low location with an underslung nacelle. The high
location was detrimental for lift at low thrust values, but was beneficial at
high thrust values.
The multiple slotted nozzle flap consisted of a twelve inch constant
chord 1.07m (3.5 foot) semi-span wing with a multi.-slotted exhaust mounted
at the mid-span. A top view of the model is given in figure 42. The
leading edge consisted of a Krueger flap deflected 115°. The nacelle with the
nitrogen gas-powered Tech Development, Inc. tip turbine fan, model TD -457,
could be so configured as to be an overwing or underslung nacelle arrangement,
figure 43. The trailing edge flap of the center section had a 30.5 em (12 in)
span and consisted of a multiple slotted 36.5° ramp with curved vanes leading
to a 0.30c flap (also with curved slots) with which the nozzle exhaust angle
could be varied. This "flap" could be deflected 40°, 60° and 90 0 . The
trailing edge inboard and outboard of the center section were double slotted
flaps with a constant deflection of 60° during all runs except the thrust





The	 model was installed in the North American Aeronautical
Laboratory (NAAL) closed throat lots speed tunnel. The model was mounted
on the planar balance system and tested at q---.O (near static conditions) and
low forward speeds. The near static conditions were run by setting the
angle of attack to direct the fan exhaust flow parallel to the tunnel
centerline and collecting this flow through a funnel arrangement ("Scavenger")
and then out of the tunnel to the atmosphere. The purpose of the Scavenger
is to avoid an induced velocity to build up in the tunnel due to the model
power unit while the wind tunnel motor is shut off. Setting the angle of
attack of the model such that the exhaust is immediately directed into the
Scavenger is to enure that a maximum of exhaust is collected by the
Scavenger at each flap angle. Previous tests, reference 1, have shown
that the Scavenger effectiveness decreases when the exhaust is not directed
into it. Model reference area is 0.325m2 (3.5 ft2).
Static wind tunnel balance forces with the powered fan operating are
presented in figure 45. The data are expressed in terms of a ratio to
the fan reference thrusts for each model geometry considered.
Results in this figure show that the upper surface blowing with the
.^-slotted exhaust is capable of turning the exhaust flow through a very
e angle. Turning angles of 75 degrees were achieved for an upper
wux ace deflection of 90 degrees, being the highest deflection tested. This
is accomplished using a flap with only a relatively short chord ard a flap
hinge similar to a plain flap. That the flap was capable of turn..ng the flow
through a large angle was confirmed from visual inspection of traces of oil
vapor from the fan, emenating from the slots. '.these results answered
affirmatively one of the major goals of the test, i.e., could the multi-
slotted arrangement with small chord flap prevent large scale flow separation?
A comparison of static data of the underslung nacelle versus the over-
wing nacelle showed no important differences in turning angle and thrust
variation for the various nozzle angles tested, figure 45.
Figure 45 shows a static data comparison between the multi-slotted
arrangement and the regular Coanda flap. In this figure, both flaps are set
to an upper surface angle of approximately 60 degrees. Results show that
the static turning angle of the multi-slotted arrangement is nearly 10
degrees greater than that of the regular Coanda flap. This indicates that
the exhaust flow of the regular Coanda flap does not follow the flap contour
as well as the multiple slotted exhaust does. However, this may have been
caused by some air leakage from underneath the wing to the upper surface
throu64 rather large spanwise gaps that existed at the sides of the Coanda
surface. It appears possible that the flow turning capability of both flaps
is about equivalent when such gaps can be avoided. Figure 45 also presents
a comparison of efficiencies, showing approximately equal values 	 0.9)





Lift comparisons between the multi-slotted and Coanda flaps at forward
speed are given in figures 46 and 47. These Figures show curves of CL
versus a for 60° flap deflection and thrust settings of CT = 2.40 and 4.95.
The comparison shows that the total lift coefficient of the multi-slotted hozzle
flap is from 5 to 15 percent less than that of the regular Coanda flap at
equal angles of attack.
It should be noted that the trailing edge of the multiple slotted
powered portion of the wing was located a considerable distance behind the
trailing edge of the flap of the unblown portion of the wing. This probably
reduces some entrainment flow from the unblown portion into the nozzle exhaust
flow, and probably results in a reduction of lift.
A comparison between the overwing and the underslung multi-slotted
arrangement (figures 4$ and 49), show negligible difference in lift
characteristics at Cr-2.0. At higher CT values, the overwing location shows
about 10% more maximum lift. It is concluded that the overwing location of
the nacelle is not detrimental to lift in the takeoff and landing condition.
At the very low CT values (0 and 0.15) the overwing arrangement has somewhat
lower lift, presumably because of the larger flow obstructions above the wing.
Lift-drag polars of the multiple slotted geometries are given in figure
50 for various nozzle angles and for thrust settings at CT = 5.0• It is
seen that the flap can be deflected to a large angle without significant loss
in lift. This is important for glide path control during landing since
such control is obtained by varying the aircraft drag. The data give the
appearance that even larger flap angles are aerodynamically feasible for
producing drag. In comparison, a Coanda flap has a much lesser drag
capability because the Coanda flap used is limited to about 60° (unless a
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FIGURE 32. MODEL DRAWING - TOP VIEW
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FIGURE 37. SCHEMATIC OF THE SLOTTED CDANDA FLAP
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hREQUIRED THRUST LEVEL FOR A STOL AIRCRAFT
wEXGHING 48000 LH5
The required thrust level strongly depends on the aircraft weight,
takeoff distance, number of engines, wing loading and safety ground rules.
A four engine design with engine failure at the critical moment, and. having
a maneuver margin of n = 1.2 after engine failure, results in field lengths
characteristics presented in figure 51. This figure shows balanced field
lengths as a function of thrust/weight ratio, T/W, and wing loading, W/S.
Herein, T denotes the installed thrust before engine failure. The data
include a two seconds time delay for decision and a one second additional
time delay for the brakes to be fully deployed in case of the aborted
takeoff. A deceleration of 1/2 g was used for the braking. For the
continued takeoff and one engine failed, a rotation time of 1 second was used
before maximum tolerated normal acceleration was achieved during the
initial pull up and after the liftoff speed was obtained. The maximum
normal acceleration was limited by the requirement that no speed decrease
is allowed during the climb. Target height at the end of the runway is
10.67m (35 ft). The figure is based on the partially slotted nozzle flap
concept described above and based on optimized flap angles varying from 42°
to 52% Using W/S = 5434 N/m2 , ( 113.5 lbs/ft2 ), a field length of 610m
(2000 ft) and an aircraft weight of 21350ON (48O0o lbs), the figure yields.
Four Engine Aircraft:
T/W - .534
T	 = 114000N (25632 lbs) total
The flight path for the four engine design is presented in figure 52
for a normal full power operation and for an engine failed operation.
With full power, the climbout is 8.8° after the target height is reached
at a takeoff distance of 529m (1735 ft). Reducing the total thrust to
8890ON (19993 lbs) in normal operation after the target height is reached
yields a 3.7° climb angle.
It should be noted that with a slightly higher T/W ratio a large
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CONCLUSION'S
Static turning angles are about the same for the three multislotted
nozzle configurations tested.
The experimental determination of the thrust at zero flap angle (or
flaps removed) for reference purposes is impossible for the multislotted
flaps because they are an integral part of the nozzle. A reliable turning
efficiency is difficult bo determine for this reason.
The split flow nozzle is advantageous over the seven slotted nozzle at
all flap settings tested (go O /6O°, 60° 60°, 40° 40°) in generating greater
lift at forward speed (CT ::;-0).
The data also indicate that the split flow nozzle at CT = 2 and 600/60°
flap setting produces slightly less drag then the seven slotted nozzle at
the same lift coefficients, resulting in a somewhat steepar climb angle.
The nozzle flaps can be deflected to a large angle without significant
loss in lift because the multiplicity of slots delays boundary layer
separation. Large flap deflections can be used for thrust vector location
which is required to provide sufficient overall drag to prevent the aircraft
from increasing speed when the glid path is steep and the dynamic pressure
low. Therefore, nozzle flaps appear to be viable aerodynamic drag modulation
devices for landing.
No abrupt stalling characteristics are noted for any of the three
nozzle arrangement,.
The two Coanda types ( " regular" and "slotted Coanda") were found to
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APPENDIX A
MACHINE PLOTS OF EXPERIMENTAL DATA
This appendix pre.ents machine plots of the wind tannel test results
from NAAL 742. The-putted data are presented in the following forms;
(a) lift coefficient (CL) versus angle of attack (a ), lift coefficient
(CL) versus drag coefficient (CD) and lift coefficient (CL) versus pitching
moment coefficient (C ) and (b) lift to thrust ratio (L/T) versus drag to
thrust ratio (D/T), ^T versus a , D/T versus a and M/T.0 versus a
Thrusts used here are static reference thrusts ftl8r,  = 0°/0 0 ) presented
in figures 18, 19 and 20 of the main text. Figures Al through A7 present
machine plots.
Figure 17o. Title
Al a,b Effect of power due to 14 slotted nacelle - 60 °/60°
A2 a,b Effect of power due to 7 slotted nacelle _ 90°/60°
A3 a,b Effect of power due to 7 slotted nacelle - 60 °/60°
A4 a,b Effect of power due to 7 slotted nacelle - 40°/40°
A5 a,b Effect of power due to split flow nacelle - 90°/60°
A6 a,b Effect of power due to split flow nacelle W 600160°
A7 a,b Effect of power due to split flow nacelle - 400/400
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MACHINE TABULATION OF EXPERIMENTAL DATA
This appendix contains selected machine tabulation of the experimental.
data from NAAL 742. Presented for the static test conducted outside the
wind tunnel are lift and drag in pounds, pitching moment in inch-pounds,
rake total temperature at nacelle exit in °R and two total and six static
pressure ratios at the nacelle exit (run 1 through 11 except 2 and 5). The
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	 MUML;41	 fTEX	 PT1'	 PT?
	





.85-"^b4;5 1.0123 1.033 1.0064 1.02V3 L,4045 1. 0 09; . 1.00 0 1.U012
	








-43.69 -312.98	 39.4 1.0588 1.0835 I.U325 I.0778 1.0170 _a.0!j53 1.0240 1.0066
	
-lib.')? -697.16




-001.2	 0.9:)53.3 1.0005 1.0004 1.0000






	 3 143 FLAP = b0 _ _ 0000 - 2,
STATIL TEST PARAMETERS
Pt PHl1 LIFT UHUG FUMEfIf 1TEX PT1 PT2 PSI PS2 PS3 PSu PS5 PS6
i 106 65; 10.71 -6.69
-79.06 -- 6.29 0 §
 1.01^ T i3Oj61	 1.0057 1,0097	 10034 1.007] 1,003^,^§b2 107x5, 10.87 - 6.b`1 -79.48 67.9 1,0116 1.0155 1.00`7 1,0112 1,
,
0035 1.U07t 1.0017 0.99963 17A22. 22.04
-2U.lb -222.81 70.3 1.0324 1.0459 1,0172 1.0321 1.0094 I.U220 1.0108 0.9995M 17841. 21.39 -;,O.0-.
-223.21 b9,6 1.03?4 1.0455 1.0175 1.0303 1.0096 1.U214 1.0106 `0.99965 25360. 34.21 -36.13





-56.10 -417.31 62.6 1.0532 _1.0998 1.0300 1.0170 2,0234 1.U400 1.0203 1.000065.37 - 71 .71 -873,95-56.0 - 1.1279 1.1789 1,068 1.0440 1,03?1 1. U8^0400 1.011'3Q 3(099. (.6.20 -71.54
-875.17 57.7 1,1306 1.1791 1,0684 1.0376 1,0321 1.0858 1.0400 1.0103
rNAAL	 RUN CU?JFIGURATION TAW RD
742	 4 143 FLAP = 90 ».- _....._.__^-_ - 2
STATIL PEST PARAMETERS
PT	 RPM L1F1 URAG MOMENT iTEX P11 PT7 PSI PS2 PS3 PS4 PS5 PS6
i	 10681. 12.o3---.-2 So --$7.3-'1'3.15 1,0]12--^,Of -6 1.0030 1.0063	 1.00?8 1.0091 .001 0,`994
2	 10899. 12,10 -2.04 -,)2.53 66.4 1.0111 1.0158 1.U051 1.0074 1.,0020 I. U 091 1.0015 0.9994
3	 17947. 25.31 -8.77 _169.87 69.4 1.0822 1.0464 1.U157 1.0169 1.0079. 1. U 221 1,0087 0.9993
4	 17950. 24.97
-9.0t- -263.14 69.2 1.0317 1.0469 1.0156 1.7160 1.0080 + 1. U 22n 1.0088 0.9992
5	 25033. 38.95 -15.95 -478.30 65.1 1.0610 1.0876 1,0270 0.9981 1.01.14 .1.0394 1.0i59 •0.9985
6	 25063. 38.85 
J
_-16.56 _470.29 63.8 1._061 3 1. 0AA 1 1.0 2 71 0 ._9975 1	 0106 1. 0395 1 .0161 0.9987
36235. 79.21 -34.'34 _1016.84!55,7 1.1260 1.117 1.063A 0.999	 1.0289	 1.0647 1,0313 I.U102
A	 35945. 78.40 - 34.57
-1015.3 .1 57.2 1.1246 1.1732 1.0643 0.9974 1.0254 1.0839 1.0318 1.0104
NAAL
	
RUN CUNFIGURATIOI. YAW kD
742	 6 N4 FLAP = 90
STATIC TEST PARAMETERS
PT RPM LIFT URAG -OMENT TTEx PT1 PT2 PSI PS2 PS3 PS4 PS5 PS6
+ 1 10335. 12,99 -3,18 -103.9-0- 2.8 1.0113 0^. 885--0.9969 0,	 988 1.0043 1,000 1.0000
2 11155. 13.40 -3.09 -105.59 62,9 1,0106 1,0175 0. 9 889 0.9968 0,9987 1.0044 1,0002 1.00003 18134. 26,24 -9,51
-2d2.94 64,5 1.0291 1.0477 0.9716 0.9900 0.9881 1.0133 . 0.9999 0.9976
W 18122. 26.51 -9.17 -264,94 b4.8 1.0291 1.0474 0.971A 0.9101 0.98,91 1.0134 0.9994 - 0.9975
5 25096. 40.56
-16.lu -492,29 62.4 1.U958 1.OP23 0,9473 0.9828 0, 9 819 1,0227 0.9937 0.9973
_6 _25011. 40.49 -16.21 -4,)2.70 61.7 1. 0_55 8 1.08 16 0.9478 0.9P26 0 9 82 0 1	 0 233 0 9956 6.0.9975
7 35A01. 77.51 - 6.44 _v99,3^^7,P 1,1172 1.10,73 0.9049 0. 639 0 X612 1,0814	 0,9844	 1.0952
A 3'3856.' 77.80
-36,111 -1001.14 56.2 1.1184 1.1643 0.9049 0.9640 0„ 9616 1.0509 0.9849 1.]645
12 -^. __ - _.._.
^..............,
NAAL RUN CONFIGURATIOU YAW Rp
742 7 94 FLAP = 64  , ---- -. -_	 ._2
STATIC TEST PARAMETERS
PT IH'M LOT UKtib MU1 t N1 I TEx PT1 1172 PSI 1152 PS5 PS4 PS5 PS6
1 11743. 11.39 -7.76 -92.31 - 66.13
	 - l. tit 05 -- 1,0176 -6,9904 o,^i^9S- 0,^5E1 1.0053 D.9995-0,9998
2 11112. 11.79 .7.62 -92.31 65.1 1.0109 1.0178 0.9900 0.9993 0,9962 1. 0 050 0.9995 0.9998
3 18059. 22.66
-2U.59 -241.37 64.0 1.0307 1.0469 0.9733 0.9 9 16 0.9901 1. 0 1411 0.9983 0.9994
h^1^J M 18218. 23.00 -?4. 71, -242.43 63.4 1.0308 1.0469 0.9733 0. 9 917 0.9903 1. U 14? - 0.9982 0.9993
5 25222. 34.84 -35.41 -422.51 b1.5 1.0584 1.0867 0.9486 0.9840 0.9825 1.U237 0.9980 0.9991
rc^


























NAAL RUN CONFIGURATION TAW RD
742 8 * FLAP = 48  2
STATIC TEST PARAMETERS
PT HPm LIFT DRAU 11UMEYf TTE3( PT1 PT2 PS1 PS2 PS3 P54 PS5 PSG
0- 10944• r;, 81 -9.51 -tit.^`j- 6.9 .9421.0114-1,O1W	 0 9 0.9991 0.9973 1.0052 "0.	 ^Qv00
2 16900. 8.63 -9.UN -62.AU 66.2 1.0113 1.0167 0.9941 0.9993 0.9974 1.0051 0,9998 0.9999
3 1A246. 17.63 - 26.81 - 179.09 69.3 1.0307 1.0471 0.9859 0.9971 0.9923 1.'--161 .0.9996 1.0017
It 1x143. 17,96 -26.75 -160.14 69.7 1.0301 1.0475 0.9861 0.9964 0. 9 924 1.0163' 0.9994 1.0017
5 252bO. 25.53 -44.35 -297.0b 64.3 1.0529 1.OAU7 0.9760 0,9916 0.987% I. - 2(.A 0.9993 1.0071
6 
-
2-1173. 24.91 44*01 -297.86 64.9 1.0563 1_,0798 0 .9723 0 s 19 20 0 9_883 1.m3.6b^0t.9_9_.95 1 .0068S571v. 1"4,17 X1.11 -596.53 1.1122 1.16 0463 0.1775 0,^7?8 _.?56? 0.9902 1.0146
6 38344. 42.83 -81.17 -604.44 53.1 1..173 1.1465 0,.!403 0.9768 0.9728 1.0554 0.9903' 1.01%3
Au, -- -_.-. .	 .	 _..__ - - I	 .
c^.?^""^"a.°56^t^"R^i^h?"^t?gq
	 i'^?Sc•.y,r.^i^i:^.'^ "4^3. 
-^'R
NAAL
	 RUN CONFIGURATION	 YAW	 KU
742












- 1 1()641; -	 7.80 __	 -.7.58 .51.08"61.7 1.0140 1.0171 16 Uj 4 1.0703- 1`,0092 1. 106 t]0^l..JOT&2 10734. 7.81
_7.99
-56.3u 62,1 1,0146 1.0173 1.01185 1.0703 1,0091 1. u 107 1,0098 1.00673 18061. 16.63
-24.11 .171.62 6J.7 1.0425 1.D501 1.0247 1.2035 1.0764 1. 0 301, 1.0243 1.01594 1A164. 1F.48
-24.30 .170.5) 61.7 1.J406 1.0488 1.0745 1.2054 1.0265 1.030r. 1.0245 1.015n5 25194. 26.41 .43.51
-310.15 58.4 1.0747 1.0926 1.0432 1.3489 1.0446 1.0541 1.0417 1.0?.P96
- 7
25192. 26.14 -43.09 .305.95 58.5 1 ._0759_1.093 5 1.043 2 1 .3515 1.0446 1_. U 54_3_1. U+15A 1 .030136105. 47.71 -88.32•
-(,91.22 T51. 11623 1.1992 x.0'143 1. 70 T-1.U^15 1.u944 1.09.17 1.67728 36216. 47.67
-88.05 -688.91 49. 0 1..1639 1.2005 1.0943 1.7062 1.0911 1.0944 1.0972 1.()773
NAAL RUN CONFIGURATION YAW






























1, x 483 1.0 1 Si 1.17J5' 1,0216
_1"x,0299._1.0253_^1.01?3





















_60 .9 1.D 76j 1" .09'54 1 .04 13 1 A19 6 	 1,.0433













RUN CONFIGURATION	 YAW	 An
	
742
	 11	 ry2	 FLAP = 60
	 .... ^	




PT RPM LIFT UNAG. mil ;I TTEX PT1 PT2 PS1 P52 PS3 P54 P55 NSfi
I 11210. 10.62 -6.A0
-64.01 66.8 1,D162 1.07_5	 ].0046 1.Q532 1,0074 1.0114 1.0076 1,00542 11299. 10.34
-b.93 _62.75 67.0 1.0154 1.0177 1.01,88 1.0540 1.0075 1.0116 1.0079 1.00543 18085. 20.74
_19.11 _21P.5u 67.4 1.0396 1.0485 1.0	 31 1.1645 1.0236 1. U 296 1.0228 1.0119
4 18048. 20.53 -19.2.5 218.49 67.6 1.0391 1.0492 1.0235
_
1.1606 1.0236 1.U294 ._1.022A 1.01195 75475. 33.06 .	 _35.22
_417.01 64.0 1.0772 1.0979 1.0414 1.2924 1.0417 1.U540 1.042 8 1.0226
_ 6 25559. 32.90
-35.22 _418.26 6415
_ 1, 0988 1.04_13 1.2859 0413 1.0541 1.0429 1.0224_i' 35663, 63.41' -70.!11 _081.39 '64.1 1.1555 1.1940 1,1926 1.5903
,
1.0840 1.0944 1.0692 1.06348 35565. 62.33 71.02




NAAL RUN	 CONFIGURATION YAW 0	 CT OF RD
742 12 N2 P06LH ON 5.5




s i s s s ^TA^ILITYAX^$ T-^t y• + s s - -
POINT ALPHA CT N/54HT 4 GL co Ch CY CNS CLS
1 -6.664 4.652 3b960. 5.092 5.394 -2.278 -4.357 -0.121 3.810 2.33-
2 -2.486 4.695 35964. 5.047 6.052 • 1.952 - 4.418 -0.150 3.667 2.8 71
3__­ 1.631 4.bn9 35906. 5.141
_
A.630
-1.557 -V.-36-.L if;17b 3.49A	 3*335
_
}
4 5.783 4.670 36086, 5.108 7.104
-1.200 -4.306 -0.206 3.531 3.794
5 9,889 4.641 36086, 5.140 7.518 -0.802 -4.155 -0.238 3.530 4.266.
6 13.y79 4.655 36184. 5.151 7.649
-0.353 -4.172 -0.237 3.497 4.693
7 18.U51 40.569 36184. 5.248 8-UA6 0.131 -4.084 -0.221 3.369 5.10E
S 22.156 4.690 36184. 5.112 ts,^t5 0 .620 -4. 163 - 0 .227 3. 42 4 5. 694_
26.U81 4.526 36186,- 5.296 0.o52 1.321 -4.154 -0.387 2.-627 5.63E
10 26.053 4.455 36186. 5.379 7.932 1.326 -4.097 .0.390 2.535 5.555
11 30.003 4.450 36186. 5.389 7.645 1.811 -4.076 -0.426 2.149 5.695
PUN	 CUNCIOURAY1014 n(NAAL YAW Q	 CT pP
742 12 N2 POvLR ON 565	 4 60 2
^_. i iTi • THRUST PAkAMETERS s • s • • -
POINT ALPHA CT N/SORT U LIT D / T M/TC NIT -A/T THRUST TTO
1 -6.664 4.LSe 35960. 5.032 1.1595 -0. 4 697 -0.764 4 1.2065 0.351@ 101.64 519.66
2 -2.486 4.695 35964. 5.047 1.2976 -0.4158 -0.7682 1.3145 0.3591 1 01.6(, 5 19.53_
3 1.631 4.6n9 35966.-- '5.141 - 1.4
 .O.S37b 	-0.7619^^,429$^0.3T 6 101,67 519.V8
4 5.7A3 4.670 36086. 5.108 1.5213 .0.2570 - 0.7527 1.4817 0.4090 102.34 519.40
5 9.899 14.641 36086. 5.140 1.6200 -0.1729 .0.1308 1.56b2 0.4486 1!12.34 519.40 y
6 13„979 4.655 36164. 5.151 1.(1160 -0.0758' -0.7315 1.6177 ' ' 0.4809 - 102.88 -' 519.460
7 11.051 4.569 36184. 5.248 1.7698 0.0287 -0.7297 1.6916 0.52!1 102.$8 511.40
b  22.156 4.690 361b4. 5.112 _1.815 5 0. 1323 - 0.7246_ 1.731 4 0 .562 2 1 02 6P 519!40
26.oai-_1.526 36186. 15.2981.7789 0.2920-0.71492 -x.726? 0.5198 10Y,f9 ST9 n 375
30 26.053 4.454 36186, 5.379 1.7793 1.2975 .0.7502 1.7291 0.5142 102.84 319.35
it 30.003 4.450 36186. 5.399 1.7179 0.4071 -0.7476 1,6913_ .__ 0.5065 102.6!1	 __519.35
.rl^lYriB•loioi4.
	 e
PIAAL HUN	 CONFIGURATION YAW 0	 CT CF RC)
742 13 N2 P06Lk OFF 5:5	 0 60 µ	 ^-
2
• i•• STABILITY s s sAXIS	 s•
POINT ALP • tA CT N/SNRT 61 CL CT1 CM C
 CNS CLS
1 -7.Ub7 0.049 1796. 5.551 0.404 0.274 -0.220 -0.006
-0.702 0.282
2 3.558 0.053 1913, 1,578 v,393 .0.768 -0.026 -1.091 0.805
0.548 U.053 1913, 5,515 1.yS5^T0.4R2 -D , H10 - 0 . 05E -1 . 110 0.943
4 4.635 0.053 1913. 5.570 2.259 0.567 -0.823 -0.061 -1.022 1.023
5 8.667 0.053 1913. 5.537 7,. 413 0.652 -0.796 -0.068 -0.893 1.066
6 12.b67 0.053 1913. 5.561 2.4U5 0.761 -0.767 -0.106 -0.831
_
1.Dbq
7- 16.b61 U.049 1802. 5.602 2.40r 0.918 -0.794 -0.117 -0.849 1.084
8 20.b12 0.04 9 _ 1 7 95.
_	
5.587 2. 255 1. 04_0 - 0 ,776 -0.064
-0.875 0.94(,
9 24.43M 11.045 1696. 6.629 1.716 1,155 -0.767 -0.137 -1.154 0.620
r 10 25.393 0.045 1698, 5.642 1.508 1.lA8 -0.740 -0.095 -16122 0.466
C 1
112 NAAL HUN	 CONFIGURATION YAM 0	 CT OF R0.
742 13 N2 POwER OFF 3.5	 0 6n ---__ 2
• • • •	 THRUST F ARAM'- ' ERS s 0 • s •
POINT ALPHA CT N/S011T v L/T U / T n/TC N/T -A/T THRUST `	 TTO
1 -7.867 0.049 1796. 5.551 8.1447 5.5390 -3.6326 7.3099 .6.6017 1.18 519.62
2 -3.556 11.053 __ 1913. 5.583 29.6663__ 7.4025_-11.7880 2 9 .14' 6 . 9 ,229 -5 1 .27 5 191 62
3 0.548 x;.053 1913. 5.515 37,0442 6.9510 -1?.5295 37.124?
-8.5960 I.27 519,66
4 4.635 U.053 1913. 5.570 4 2.3698 10. 6 340 -12.(,026 43.0905 -7.1753 1.27 519.66
S 8,667 0.053 1913. 5,537 44.9946 12.1540 -12.1230 46.3124 -5.7345 1.27 519.70
6 12.667 0.053 191-5. 5.5bl 45.0273 14.2515 -11.7326 47.0566 .4,0305 1.27 519.70
7 16.b61 U.049 1802. 5.6U2 48.7279 18.6023
-13.1213 52.0155 .3.6506 1.18 519.70





121 8 59 7 5 0.235 9 .3,6 4 14 1 ,1Tj 51? -
9 24.454 0.045 1698, 5.629 37.4649 25.233tl -13.6d3M 44,5499 -7,4609 1,10 519.75
10 28.393 0.045 1698. 5.642 33.0097 26.0144 -13.2306 41.4092 -7.1 8 83 1.10 519.79 - --
87
..:^,.	 d
NAAL RUN	 CONFIGURATION TAW D	 CT OF HD
742 17 N3 0 5.7	 4 90 - -	 -	 -	 2
STABILITY AXIS	 s	 • -- --	 _• • •
POINT ALPHA CT N/SdHT 6 CL CD CH CY CNS CLS
1 -6.370 4.164 34705. 5.447 6,372
-0.229 -4,523 -0,153 -1.128 3.271




6.553 T.(Ub8 0.546 -4.385 -0.192 -1,358 3.436
4 5.921 4.166 3491U. 5.501 7.344 0.933 -4.340 -0.226 -1.325 3.529
5 9.934 4.025 34708, 5.637 7.347 1.273 -4.120 -0.206
-1.169 3.501
6 13.972 4.037 34708. 5.619 7.488 1.634 .4.076 -0.207 -0.993 3.601
7 18.03b 3.9Q4 34607, 5.651 7.598 20060 -4.036 -0.205 -0.920 3.71(1
8 21.549 3.923 34500. 5.722 7.168 2.508 -3.997 -0.372 .1.139 3.62
9 ~- 25.L63 3.848 34500. 5 -&-.6 798 2.944 -3.887 -0.394 -1.35'3 3.501
	








^^^ -- -- • • •	 -THt^UST F'ARAhCTERS • • i s s - - -
POINT ALPHA CT N/SukT L/T D/T M/7C N/T -A/T 7HhUST TTO
1 -6.370 4.10r,4 34705. 5.447 1.5299 -0.0551 -0.8P66 1.526E -0,1149 97,3? 520.76
2 -2,255 4.182 34804. 5.451 1.6182 0.0392 -0.8820 1.1,15" -0.102P 97. 81 5 20.71
3 -1.795 "4.127 34908. --5'. 553--1 .`.,7 -^
4 5.y11 4.!66 34910, 5.501 1.7627 0.2240 -0.85D3 1.7764 -0.n410 98.34 520.67
5 9.934 4.025 347UB. 9,.637 1.8254 0.3164 -0.8356 1.8525 0.0031 97.34 520.67
6 13.972 4.o37 34708. 5.619 1.8545 0,4047 -0.0242 1.8914 0.0550 97.34- 5.2o,67
7 18.036 3.994 34607, 5.bb1 1.4023 0.5158
-0.6249 1.9686 0.0965 90.84 520.56
a 21.949 3.923 3')500. 5.722 1. 6272 0. 6392 -0.8317 1.9337 0.0900 96.31 520.67






NAAL HUN	 CONFIGURATION YAW 0	 CT or RD
742 18 N3 0 5.7	 0




- •	 .	 . STABILITY AXIS	 • s e s a
POINT ALPhA CT N/SORT U CL LO CM c
 CNS CLS
1 -7.627 0.044 1911. 5.742 0.573 0.289 -9.281
-0.026
-0.774 0.365
2 -_3.547 0.051 2112.
_ 5.714 1.617 0.427 -0.773 -0.038 -_1=171 0.630
3 0.531 U, 050 2112, 5.796 j,y90 00512 .0.814 -0,055
-1,179 0.93A
4 4,b27 0.051 1112. 5.717 2.249 0.591
-0.812 .0.073 -1.0A1 I.000




6 12.682 0.047 2008. 5.768 2.441 0.792
-0.767 -0.105
-0.884.. - 1.077 _---_. -'
7 16.h73 U.047 2008, 5.818 2.434 0.952 -0.797 -0.139 .0,907 1.087
8 20.6290.0117_ 2008. 5.822 2 255 1.098 -0784
-0.087
-0 9_,_91_D-.933
24.447 6"044 1910. 5,81 671 1.170 -0.752 -0,140 - 1.	 11 -0.577
RDNAAL RUN	 CONFIGURATION YAW 0	 CT OF
742 18 N3 0	 5.7
	
0 90
- -- -	 6 • •	 • +- THRUST
	 F 4RTMETTRS --i7
POINT ALF'H -A CT N/SORT Q L/T O/T M/TC N/T - A/T THR UST TTa
i -7.627 0.044 1311, 5.742 12.7792 6.4613 -5.1226 11.7803 -9.1414 71.10 520.76
2 -3.547 0.051 2112, 5.714_ 31.5403 8.3457 -12.3059 30.9634
-10.28 14 1.25 520.76 -	 --"
^3-- 6.537- 0.050 2112. x,796 39,3713 10.1445
4 4.627 0.051 2112. 5.717 43.8926 11.5511 -12.9440 44,6815
-7.9721 1,25 520.80
5 8.688 U.050 2112. 5.BU3 40.5912 13.3642 -12.6433 50.0524
-5.8 7 07 1.25 520.84
6 12.682 0.047 2008. 5.7b8 51.2989 16.6596 -13.1689 - 53.7048 _4.9905 - 1.17 520.047 16,b73 0.0k7 20us. 5.818 51.5971 20.1841 -13.7992 55.2199 -4.5309 1.17 520.84
8 20,b29 0.047 2008. 5.822 47.8514 ?3.2958
-13.5tt 98 52.9907
-4.9 4 32 1.17 320.80
_-^ 2^. 1i ^,b4^i9i6;^al^sr;T37^^,;4f02
- 13;e6i^ 4=.c0 1 -8.46 .10 0. - -,b
NAAL
	
RUN CONFIGURATION	 YAW	 0	 CT	 OF
	
HC
742	 19	 N3	 0 11.4	 2	 90
•	 • •	 ► STABILITY AXIS
	 - =	 •	 •	 s -- -
POINT A(_i l i,A CT NISOH1 CL co CM c CNS CLS
1 -6.870 2.011 34695. 11.274 4.357 0.227 -2.734 -0.09h - 1.636 9.304
2 _ - 7.727 2.0?0 34755.
_ 11.257 4.772 0.481 -2.724 -0.119
-1_.74(, 2.397






4 5.463 1.02 1 34898. 11.327 5.396 0.993 -2.f,83 -0.157
-1.665 2.56
5 9.499 2.008 314888. 11.402 5.544 1.214 -2.591 -0.15T ..1.448 2.560
6 13.536 2.001 34791, 1i.362 5.6'50 1,462 -2.520
-0.163 -1.252 2.622	 u	 -
7 17.552 1.979 34791, 11.511 5.694 1.779 -2.492 -0.227
-1.206 2.693
_8 21,429 1.946 34690.
-
11.648 5x159 2_.07 9 . 2.4 74 - 0354
-1,385 2.482
9 25.332 1.91 6 34692. 11.331 4.635 2.366 2,412
-0.383
-1.517 2.366
NAAL NUN	 CONFIGURATION YAW 0	 CT OF Hp
742 19 N. 0	 11.4	 2 90 -
_ •	 • *	 •	 + THFiUS7	 f ARAYETEfiS	 + ^ a _+ ^ -- __ -_
POINT ALPHA CT `1/SUki 0 L/T U/T t4/]C Y/T -A/T THRUST TTO




.2.727 2n0 ?C 34755. 11.257 2.3661 0.2382_- 1.1009 2.3480 -0.3504 97157 52 1. 112
3 - 1.352 1.999 34794. 11.397 -'2.^.bbF,-0.3(,57 - l .0°69-- 2.5[b^-.O;AD52 ----'AT.7F 52_1.0^^
4 5.463 2.022 34696. 11.317 2.c-b(,5 0.4910 -1.nP30 2.70il _0.?347 96.2A 521.02
S 9,499 2.008 34888. 11.402 2.7008 0.6045 -1.0533 2.6227 -n.1406 98.23 521.11
6 13.556 2.001 34791. 11.302 2.6224 0.7304 .1.0279 2.9150
-0.1)494 97.75 521.11
7 17.552 1,979 34791. 11.511 2.9768 0. A 991 -1.0279 3.0141 0 . 010.- 97 . 75 521.11
0 21.429 1.946 34690._ 11.648 2.650' 1.06A6 .1.0380 2.8580 .0.0262 97 25 521.209 25.332 1.91 6 34692. 11.93i ..__2.Sf ,6 1.?3bl 
_
-1.0?7T-'^.AOyA^p.0 7^^
	 ^T 26 -i21,^--
B10
L pW
4NAAL RUN	 CONFIGUFIATIO14 YAW q	 CT (.F R(,
742 20 N3 0	 11.4 1 90 2
s s s s	 s S TABILITY AXIS
	
r^•-s -- • -- `--
POINT ALPHA CT N/SORT a LL CO Ch C  CNS CLS
1 -7.159 0.998 23408, 11.401 3.U502 0.414 -1.763 -0,070
-1.72? 19684
2 -3.03F 1.006 23511• 11.379 3.544 0.592_ -i, A 28 -0,096 _ _1.825 1.794
3 1.047 u.997 23512. 11.4'05 3.929 007111 -1.1253 -0.099 -1.837 ! 1.875
4 5.146 1.001 23511. 11.44 4.195 09949 -1.830 •0.120
-1.697 1.921.
5 9.192 1.002 23511. 11.443 4.3E9 1.111 -1.784 -0.142 -10431t 1.996
6 13.206 U.99U 23510. 11.584 4.437 1.313 -1.730 -0.1oP -1.35P 2.021
7 17.200 0.986 23510, 11.624 4.364 1.525 -1.694 -0.250, -1.281 2.035
8 21.131 0.9A2 23510. 11.576 4.079_ _ 1,685 -1.,625 - U_s-310 -1.207 1.94E





	NAAL	 HUN CUNFIGURAT(ON	 YAW	 0	 CT	 OF	 Hp
	742
	 20	 N3
	 0 11 . 14 	 1	 90	 2
s u s s THRUST F ARAMETEHS i i r s -_-.-...._.--	 -	 ..- --- .--.	 ----
POINT ALPHA CT N/SWHI u L/T JIF M/TC A/T -A/T TIM UST TTO
1
-7.159 U.9 a a 214rO. 11.401 3.0973 0.41411 -1.4419 3.0215 -0,7976 48.113 521.28
2 -3.037 1.00 8 2351 2 .
-
11.379 3.5158_ 0.567b - 1 .4RO8 3 . 4 797_- 0 . 77 31 4 9, 21 521 .28_




1.5161 -9.9507 -07105 49.21 521.2
4 5.146 1.001 23511. 11.454 4.1894 0.9419 .1.4922 4.2575 -0..56P2 49.21 521.33
S 9.192 1.002 23511. 11.443 4.3791 1.10A3 -1. 45 31 4.43x9 -0.3945 49.21 521.33
6 13.20b 0.990 23510. 11.584 4.4b/0 1.32A7 -1.4269 4.6h66 -0.2676 49.20 521.37
7 17.2u0 0.986 23510. 11.624 4.4253 1.5459 .1.4020 4.6926 -0.1686 49.20 521.37
9 21.131 0.982 23510.
-`
11.676 4.1565 1.71115 :.3506	 4.491R	 -.1031 49 21- 521.37

























• • + '^ • STABILITY AXIS + • s • •
N/SUKI	 U	 LL	 Cf1	 CM	 CY	 CNS
	 CLS
5525. 11.514 0.878 0.262 -0.470 -0.030
-0,846 0.521
5733. 11.313 i.b34 6.417
-_0.678 -C.U44
-I " 1PP 0 .93 7
5317. 11. ^)b4 2,165 ),5I5- -0.698'- D.l5P-
_
-1.166 1.031,
3317. 11.505 2.444 0.603 -O.P86 ..0.07E X1.06(! 1.109
5317. 11.499 2.597 0.694
-0.845 -0.095
-0,947 1.16P
5733. 11.548 2,592 0.826 -0.619 -0.130
-0.912 1.177
	 T	 -~
5219. 11.594 2,521 0.958 -0.801 .0,199
-0.892 1.159
5317._ 11.611 2.479__1.090 --0 : 00 0 -0. 208 0 86 4 1.1 53










	 21	 N3	 0 11.4 0.1
	
90	 2
_	 _ - _----.
----	 -
-	 • • s a THRUST Fd g AHOERS • • • • s
POINT ALPHA CT N/SUKT w L/T 0/T M/TC l/T -AIT IHKUST TTO•'
1 .7.770 0.095 5525. 11.514 9.1911 2.9544 -4.0141 8.7073
-4.1700 4.72 521.55
-
2 -3.495 0.102 5733. 11.313 17.8509 4.0618 -6.9747 17.57 01 - 5. 1 425 4.90 521.550.579 0,089 --531 7 , 11 .ri64^k .28y6^5; ^S4-x.153	 61 - 5.4594 .4F 5T1^3^_
4 4.679 0.090 5317. 11.505 27.0259 6.6742 .8.0033 27.4803 -4.4471 4.4r, 521.59
5 8.716 u.090 5317. 11.499 ?8.7037 7.6770
-7.6283 29.5356 .3.2361 4.4F 521.55
6 12.708 0.100 5733. 11.548 25.7495 B.2246 -6.6446 26.9280 .2.3584 _ 4.98 -. 521:59 
7 16.692 u.087 5219. 11.594 28.6671 10.9718 -7.4875 30.6022 -2.2178 4.34 321,59
A 20.678 0.08 9 5317. _11.611 27_.6696 12.1672 -7.2882 30.1936 -1.6123 4.4fi 521.599 24.639--b :69i-5421: I^:$6T^S.51b^13.3646-^.09^"- bB 9 .!1 .5122 4.59	 X521.3--
112
	NAAL	 RUN CONFIGURATION
	 TAW	 0	 CT	 PF	 RD
	
42	 22	 14	 0 11.V	 0	 90	 2
s a s* t STABILITY AXIS a t t* t
POINT ALPHA CT N/SORT Y CL c
 CM c CNS
 CLS
1 -7.616 0.039 2931. 11.534 0.613 0.286 -0.327 -0,020
-0.786 0.380
2 -3.532 0.041__30.54. _11.52 7 1 .637 0. 418 - 0 .7_89 - 0 .039 -1_1 57 0-_8 36
3 0.551 0.041 30400 11.487 2.023 0.506 -0.831 -0.050 -167 0.952
K 4.663 0.041 3040. 11.512 2.307 0.593 -n.828 -0.068 _1,.107(, 1.033
5 8.70E 0.040 3040. 11.582 1.484 0.678 -0.794 -0.088
-0.433
6 12.660 U.039 2943. 11.550 2.831 O	 P,O1 -0.754 -0.123 ..0.908
_1.102__
1.089
7 16.658 0.038 2937. 11.614 2.397 0.932
-0.753 -0.180
-0.892 1.08'
8 20.635 0.038 - 29.36. 11.683 2.302 1.050 -n.742 -0.208
-01880 1.053
'! 2«.570 0.036 2626. 11.653 2.111 1.147 -0.718
-0.180 -0.888 0.941
NAAL RUN	 CONFIGURATION YAW 0	 CT DF Rp






	 i7 i THHt,ST MARANET^{iS' 6 ' t * * *	 +
POINT ALFHA CT N/SGRT 0 L/T D/1 N/1C W/T - A/T THR UST TTO




0.041 _3034. 1_1.527 39.926P 10.19 6 4 -15.7195 3 9 .2247 -12.6371 2.02 521._72
`- 3 0.551 -0. 0 4 1 304U.-11.487 ^Fy [• 105	 2 2.26 7 5 .16,4376 49-.121 i .7954 .03 521 -^
4 4.663 0.041 30400 11.522 56.0655 14.4109 -16.4340 57.0515 -9.3052 2.03 521.68
5 8.706 0.040 3040. 11.582 60.6753 16.5693
-15.8394 82.4883 -7.1929 2.03 521.68
6 12.680 0.039 2943. 11.550 61.8927 20. 4 092 -15.6775 64.86,32 ---(,.3253
-	 1.94--- 521.60	 _-
7 16.658 0.038 2937, 11.614 61.5421 23.9371 -15.7766 65.8212
-5.2 9 00 1.94 521.63













	 0 5.7	 4	 60
	
2
s s s - s - STA (3ILITY AXIS • s s is
POINT ALPHA CT N/SwR T 61 CL co CM CY CNS CLS
1 -6.748 4.049 33655. 5.307 5.041 -2.155 -4.115 -0.127 3.599 2.19?
2 -2.542 4.088 33658. 5.257 5,635 -1. 843 - 4.20') -0.144 3 .423 2..761
3- 1.568 4.05$ 33754. 5.323
_
-	 fi.34ft
-1.480 -4.10 --0,150 3.251 3.198
4 5.722 4.112 33855. 5.281 6.842 -1.101 -4,108 -0.196 3.247 3.654
5 9.805 4.008 33865. 5.419 7.149 -0.677 -3.983 -0.216 3.149 4.031
6 13.917 4.107 33973. 5.319 7.5f1 -0.281 -3.997 -0.239 3.215 4.514
7 17.993 4,.047 33864. 5.368 7.903 n.202 .,3.965 -0.247 3.133 4.94!5
D 22.071 4.010 33858. 5.415_ _	 8.051, 0. 7 38 -3. 943	 -0.307 ^2t9^42 5.323
-- 9 - 5,2907 3.912 33864.- -5 0 553 7.671 341.3 -3.26 2.215 5.304
NAAL N UN	 CUNFIGUPA 7 1ON YAW 0	 CT OF RD




-`^ s * i s	 TNKUST F-ARAHtTER-S -;-s s • * • - -
POINT ALPHA CT N/S6Kr r L/T D/T M/TC rj /T -A/T THRUST TTO
1
-6.748 4.049 33655. 5.307 1.2449 -0.5323 -0.A296 1.2988 0.3823 92.28 5?1.41
2__.2.542 4.088 33650. 5.257 1.4272 - 0 .4508_ - 0.84 00 1. 44 58 0.387 0 9 2, 21 52 1,33
3 1.568 4.058 53754. 5.325r1.5b24 _0.'3596 -n.8263 1.5119 0.4024 92.68 521.3
4 5.722 4.112 33855. 5.261 1.6639 -0.2670 -0.8156 1.b2.19 0.4324 93.1(, 521.29
5 9.805 4.006 33863. 5.419 1.7834 -0.1690 -0.9112 1.7286 0.4703_ 93 .211 571.24
6 13.917 4.10 7 33975. 5.319 1.A456 -0.0684 -0.7945 1.7749 0.5103 95.74- 521.24
7 17.993 4.047 33604. 5.368 1.9526 0.0500 -0.7998 1.8726 0.5555 93.21 521.?0
8 22.071 4.010 33a58. 5.415 2. 01 47 0. 1841 -0.8027 1.9363 0.5864 93. 1A 521.20_
4 25.981_ 3.	 12 _33866,	
_
5.553_ 1.9607 0.3560 -0.8274 1.9183 0.5390 95.21 521.15




24	 143	 POyLH OFF	 0 5.7
	
0	 60
• • •	 * STABILITY AXIS	 s s s • •
POINT ALF'ttA CT N/SORT U LL CO CN C  cNS CLS
1 -7.8b2 0.01b 875. 5.709 0,4?3 0.255 -0.219 -0.013 -0.662 0.29c.
2 -3.544 0.021 1077. b.781 1.611 0.393 - 0 .8 1 6 - 0 .03 A - 1,0 86 0. 820_
3 0.538 0.021 1077. 5.7UO 1,'377 0.479 -0.861 -0.048 -1.100 0.94P
4 4.645 0.021 1077. 5.768 2,280 0.562 .0.869 -0.069 -1.005 1.U43
5 18.707 0,021 ).077. 5.747 2.518 n.646 -0.837 -0.088 -0.854 1.137
6 12.bu1 0.921 1077. 5.6U7 2.478 0.769 -0.631 -0,130 -0,618 1.154
7 16.681 0.019 973. 5.783 2.501 0.922 -0.845 -0.156 -0.809 1.18n
5 20.677 0.016 973. 5.946 2.476 1.05 8 - 0. 848 - 0. 191 .0.78!5 1. 1 90
9 24.511 u.016
_
`815. 5.601 ^1.9e9 1.154 -0.1819 -0,224
_1,023 0.847
NAAL HUN	 CONFIGURATION YAW q	 CT pC Rti
747 24 N3 P06Lh OFF O 5.7	 0 60 y	 2
V -^J -	 i• s s t THRUST F ARAILTERS •	 s	 s	 s	 s
POINT ALVjA CT U/SORT u l/T D/T H/TC -A/T
	 __TH R UST . _TTO_
1 -7.082 U.016 875. 5.7U9 25,0265 15,0622 -10.5625 22.7185
-)18.3 5 11 0.41 521.28
2 -3,544 0.021 1071. _ 5.761 74.4447__19.1722 -30,A061 73.17_1 7 -22 7 4 0 1 0. 5 3 521.33
3 n. 5,58 0.021 - 1077. 5 . 7 U U
.90,01?3
21. A 349 -52.0233 45.2737 -20.9 669 o.5?k 521.33
4 4,645 U.021 1077. 5.788 105. 4 740 26.00n8 -32.8073 In 7 .233n -17.'729 0.51; 521.37
5 5.707 U.021 1077. 5.747 11 1).1630 29.6771 -31.4064 118,3490
-11.t' 9 77 0.53 561,37
6 12.b81 0.021 1077, 5.807 115.0010 15b.b624 -31.4987 120.6290 - 0 .9645 0,5:3 521.37
7 16.681 U.019 973. 5.783 131.1430 48.3954 .36,3231 139 .5150 -8.7146 0,47 521.37
R 20.577 0,018 973.
 5.846.131c7630_ 56.0846_-36 7268 142^61 2f. - 6.	 25 P. 0.47 52 1 37









25	 143	 POWEP ON	 0 11.4 .. 2 . 66	 `^--- -^
•••• STAVILITY AXIS t s s s y
. POINT ALPH A CT N/SQmT W CL CD CM CY CNS CLS
__	 _-
1 -7.124 1.931 33547. 11.063 3.301
-0.790
-2.398 -0.n42 0.956 1.55152 -2.953 1.929 33612, 11.116 3.961
- 0.5113 .2.504 -0.09A 0 .75 ,1 1.92A
,mac
'S 1.152- 1. 9 30 3,3646.'-- 'i 1 . 124 - T-4.442
_O.S3i'-_x;446	
- ( .113 O.T3 2.1844 5.272 1.941 33 7 50. 11.125 4,014
-0.095 -2.454 -0.140
 0.758 2.43,
5 9.371 1.933 33848. 11.228 5.15`, 0.165 -2.396 -0.171 0.820 :	 2.700
6 13.416 1.935 33840. 11.216 5,435 0.455
-2.305 -0.1A6 0.682 7- 2 951
- -^7 17.509 1.925 33848. 11.273 5.713 0.808 -2.402 -0.224 0.876 3.223
8 21.509 1. 9 16 3384 3 . _11.325 5.644 1.112 _.2.3 54 -0. 30 6 0 85 0 3.373
9 25.42Y 7.889 33945, 11.485 5,313 1.568 ' .2.420 -0,393 0.	 69 3.299G r9 .
MAAL RUN	 CONFIGURATION YAW 0	 CT OF Ilp
742 25 N3 POWEk ON 0	 11.4 2 «. 60 --^" ^-	 2
- s! e s s	 THRUST PARA"ETFRS 6 s t s	 s --
POINT ALPt1A CT N /SUN.T N L/T U/T M/TC N/T -A/T THRUST TTO
1 -7.124 1.931 335470 11.063 1.7091
-0.4n93 -10136 1.7467 0.19862 91.68 321.55
2 _-2.953 1.929 33612, 11.116 2.0641
-0.289 0 - 1.0598 2._0763_ 0.1 823 91 99 521.55
3 1.152 1. 93 o - - 3364b ,^11.12 V 2,3005^^0.1719
-1.O^^T	276E 0.2181 9	 .15 521.50
4 5.212 1.941 33 .150. 11.125 2.4798
-0.0492
-1.'13?0 2.14648 0.2768 92.65 521.305 3.311 1.933 33848. 11.228 2.11665 0.0856 -1.0116 2.6,449__o .3496 93,135213	 506 13.416 1.935 33848, 11.21b 2.P084 0.2352 •1.0051 - 2.786 3 p.4227 93.1? 521.30
7 17.bQ9 1.925 33848, 11.273 2.9673 0.42.00 -1.0185 2.9562 0.4921 •	 93.13 521.50
8 _
~-
21.509 1.916 33843. 11 .325
_2.9451 0.5806 -1.0027 2.9529 0. 53 96 93,11 52 1 639 25.424 1.839 --33845, 11.485 2,86171 0.6302
-1.0455 2.9007 0.4596 93.17- 5221.
316
NAAL RUN	 CONFIGURATION YAW Q	 CT pF RG
742 26 N3 POkLk ON 0	 11. 4 1 60 !.
-^-- - a i t t a STABILITY AXIS	 e• e	 a	 s - -
POINT ALP11A CT N/SQH1 G CL Co CM CY %NS
	 .- CLS.__._ --
1 -7.439 U.928 22371. 11.320 2.152 -0.1(10 -1.418 -0.049 -0.31? 1.10n
2 -3.176 0.94' ► 225x5. 11.325 3.U19 o.UB5 -1._690 -0.067 -0-2587 1._497
3- 0.`112 u.945 22545.-11 .914! 3.408 0.238 -1.691 0.096 -0.574 1.65]
4 5.013 U.950 22.682. 11.334 3.7P5 0.396 -1.665 -0.1ag -0.481 1.803
3 9.082 U.947 22681• 11.379 3.994 0.561 -1.632 -0.134 -0.333 1.964
6 13.124 u.953 22785. 11.397 4,189 0.760 -1.623 ..0.159
-0.261 2.112
7 17.158 0.954 22888. 11.467 4.3(18 1.027 -1.622 -0.222 -0.229 2.247
i b 21,160 0.950 _22867. 11.522 4 269 1.239 -1..593 -0.293 -0.185 2.346
9 24.998 0.-040 --226V * 11.637 3.671 1.516 -1.594 -0.361 -0.592 2904A
NAAL RUN	 CONFIGURATION YAW 0	 CT pF Rp
742 26 r43 POti.ER ON 0 1104 1 T 60 2
a	 a• s s THRUST	 FARAFIETERS . s	 s s s
POINT Aj_PjIA Cf N/SWNI Q L/T d/T N/TC N/T-_ -, -A /J-_ _.THRUST-__. ... TTO_
1 -7.439 0.928 22371. 11.328 2.3171 -0.1063 -1.246 4 2.3117 -0.1925 45.14 521.72
2 -3.176 _ 0.944 ?2585. 11.325 3.1'163 0	 0908	 -1 6 4611 3.1863 -0.2676 43,90 521	 72
3 0.912 0.945 - 22585 '0 11.314 3.6043 0.2517 -1.4599 ---9,607 -	 94? 45.69 521-
3 5.013 0.950 22662. 11.334 3.9178 0.417U -1. 4 2 9 7 3.9393 -0.0730 46.24 521.77
5 9.082 0.947 226dl. 11.379 4.?176 0,599b -1.4n66 4.2583 0.0803 4 6 .23_ 521.81
6 13.124 0.953 22785. 11.397 4.39t6 0.8186 -1.3°03 4.4666 0.2008 46.60 521.81
7 17.158 0.95 4 22888. 11.4b7 4.5130 1.0758 -1.3P69 4.6295 0.3034 46.97 521.85"
8 21t160 _0,950 22887. IL, 522 4.4935 1.3041 -13692 4.6613 0.405P 146.9f, 521.90
9 ?4.998 U.940 -2288 7 .
__







HUN CONFIGURATION	 YAW 28, 0	 RE)
	
7%2
	 27	 N3	 POWLF ON
	 0 1104 0.!	 60	 ^-	 2
• ^ ^^ * • STABILITY A%I^ 'a • r r s
POINT ALPHA CT N/SURT Y CL CO CA CT CNS CLS
Q Q 1 -7.838 0.070 4489. 11.516 0,551 0.229 -U.306 -0.019 -0.637 0.34x1









2,174 D.uy2^ -0.^1i5 -0,454 _1,090 1.04E























7 16.740 0.082 5009. 11.500 2.686 0.927 -0,858 -0.191 -0.749 1.299
r-+^ b a 20.731 0.082 5009. 11.605 2.b46 1.0 60 -0. 951 0.23 0
-0. 708 1.314
? 4 .682 - 0.081 -- 5006, 1i:66 7--2;5;LT 1.202 -0.84-3	 0.-231 -0.	 47 1.261
NAAL RUN	 CUNFIGURATION YAMS	 28.	 0 1	 RD
742 27 N3 POWEU ON 0	 11.4 0.1 60 2
•,+ a a+	 THRUST FARAMETERS a r	 s s s
POINT ALPHA CT N/SukI u L/T 0/T M/TC N;T -A/7 THRUST TTO
1 -7.7k38 0.070 4489. 11.516 7.7969 3.?391 -3.5332 7.28224 -4 + 2712 3.44 521.98
2 .3,4^,„', 0,075 4697. 11.442 23.502? _ 5.0172 9.6390_.  2315 1 1 .6+4351 3t7?, 522.03
3 6,590 0.077 47Y4. 11.499 27.P975 6.UE,73 -9.7^46- ;)7:9t;467--5.1794 
	 3911 922.0
4 4.699 0.083 5009. 13,454 29.t-22F 6.7973
-4.1174 30,0797 .4.*423 4,,09 522.03
5 9.737 0.095 5106. 11,305 51.17+18 7.7449 -A,61U3 31,9974 .2.9170 4.7fy 527.03
6 12.737 U,OA2 5009. 11.509 32.1058 9.5214 -8,5619 33.4931 .2.1 9 0 1, 4.Oa 522.03
7 16.740 0.082 S009. 11.500 32,5',95 ,11.2445 -8.4970 34.4184 .1.3 8 95 4.04 522.03




12.9p57 -A L4533 34.6748 O'6_b94 404 522#07




..	 -. .	 ,..:,.	 ".4?ad :^l'^93^,°^!F>F^?1^R'+^, ta+?-,^n.z^.,^.,'.r.;.sa ^nrv,.-+w - :7^^«r^"^"'n^r^nve.!!^q^q!fs^,e±erd:^eix.Ql^
	 zr-'q,?f^'i^ciisv^iR•+ ,r
	%A AL	 RUN CONFIGURATION




28	 N3	 POWLR OFF
	 0 1164	 0	 60	 - 
	
_
e c• 4 i" S
-T -A-h I L I * T Axis s s• t!
POINT ALPHA	 CT	 N!S4Rr	 0	 CL	 co	 CM	 c 	 CNS	 CLS
	








2	 -3.545 0.041	 3039.	 11.517	 1.627	 0.389	 -O.R15	 -0.044	 -1.088	 0.837
	
^3	 0.546 U.041	 3039. -11.515_
	








	5 	 8.686 0.041	 3039.	 116484	 2.504




6	 12.676	 U.07,9	 2941.	 11.537
	
























N3	 FUwEK OFF	 0 11.4
	
0	 6D	 -^	 2
^TWU97 PARAMETERS s • s s •







	 6.6222 -5.0493 10.539% -A.1 4 3A	 1.84	 522.16
	
2	 -3.545 0.041	 3039,	 11.517 39.5422
	
9.4596 -16.1736 38.8815 -11.8 8 69	 203	 522116
	
--^	 0.546 0.041 3039; - 11.515 -X19.2333 115561 ^1700&-o--%
 ,3Y13 .11.0859	 2.03 522,^^
	
4	 4.626 0.041	 3039.	 11.514 55,950 13,.6152 -16.8b8b 56.8679 -9.0579	 2.03	 522,-,0
	





6	 12.616 0.039	 2941.	 11.557 63.4539 19.5234 .16,3018 46.1919 .5.1251 	 1.94
	
7	 :-,684 0.039	 2941.




8 _ 20.678 0.03 7
	2814•	 11,576 66.4711 27.6471 .17.0507 71.9517 .2.3 9 28	 1.64	 522.20
-A0599--0.036 - 2824; 'i^;665 60,0700 30,2i-A .1 .404 	 6 X9118 .2,15-54	 1.8u	 522,2
111
	NAAL	 HUN CONFIGURATION




POti.LH ON	 5.7	 4	 30
• s s w ^- S1ABILITr gx1S • s• i i
POINT A LPH A CT N /SWK I W CL CU CM CY ENS	 _ -,_. CLS
1 - 7.409 4.280 3464U. 5.282 2.316 - 3.191 - 2.472 - 0.108 6.811 1.725
w 2 _
_
-3.214 4.234 34641. `^ _5.341 3.161_
-3.PiU -2,645 -_OL109 61 5 75 2. 8 17%
3 0.977 4.372 34741. 5.196 4.019 -?.Obb -2.732 -0.111 6.51p 3.91(%
fTj 4 5.147 4.290 34741. 5.296 4.669 -2.551 -2,693 -0.129 6.180 4.829
5 9.21A 4,334 34846. 5.271 5.341
-2.760 -2.681 -0,148 5.963 5.74Q
A 13.413 4,264 34749. 3.352 5.b7n -1.903 -2.650 -0.172 5.662 6.564
7 17.557 4.325 3475U. 5.257 6.476
_1.527 -0.213 5.401 7.495
• 21.610 4.293 34752. 5.29b 7.074 -0.998-2.689 -0.V 9_ 4.86A 5.4.04
4 25.7	 9 4.251 34745. 5.347
_,
► .371 .0. 14+13 02.T8I - i/.352 7 4,259 9.017
NAAL RUN	 CONFIGURATION YAW 0	 CT pF Rr)
742 2q N3 PUkLh ON 5.7
	
4 40	 - -
2
- " • • t t • THRUST I ARAMETERS s ^-► • s a
POINT ALPHA CT N/SQHI u L/T U/T M/TC M/T -A/T THRUST TTO
1 -7.409 4.28U 34640. 5.2a2 0.5412 -0.7457 -0.4716 0.6328 0.6b96 91.0n 519.97
2 -3.214 4.234 34642. 5.341 0.7465 -_0.7108 -0_.5099 0.78_52 0.66799991 01 519.92
- 3--"- 0.977 4,372 34741. --5.198 vp .91 y 4 ^0.6S54r- 0.5102 0.'30800,67]0 9x.50 519^^
4 5,147 4.290 34741. 5.29b 1.09,E -0.5942, -0.5124 1.0351 0.6103 97.5n 519.eA
5 9,288 4.334 34846. 5.271 1.23;4 -0.5?15 -0.5049 1.1320 0.7136 9tl.0? 519.83
6 13.413 4.264 34749. 5.332 1.3767 .0,4463 -0.50 74 1.255 0.7535 97.54 519.83
7 17.557 4.325 34750. 5,257 1.4973
-0.3531 -0.506 9 1,3210 0.7884 91.55 519.79
5 21.b90 4.293 34752, 5,296 1.b478 0._23?6 -0.5113_ 1.4452 0,8251 97%55 519.75
9 25.769 4.251 34T45. 5.347
_-
"i ,7354 0.1043 -0.5353 1^9 p.A	 86 9T.5? 519,E
s.
920
^.	 .,;;,^ ..^':"^^3?^ P?^1•^er .fir	 K	 ,.
. +s	
-
NAAL HUN	 CUNFIGURA71ON YAW p	 GT OF hO
7%2 30 143 POWLR OFF 5.7	 D 40 2
+ i i • + SIAHILITT AXIS	 . •	 . .	 r
POINT ALPHA CT N/SOKI 9 CL CD CM CY CNS LLS
1 -7.979 0.042 1808. 5.699 0,177 0.213 -0.040 -0.011 -0.479 0.112
2 .3.905 U.041 1806. 5.777 0.261 0.16 7 -0.09 9 -0.007 . 0.3 97 0. 26 5
3 0.209 U.041 1801. 5.725 0.7619 0.173 -0287 -0.013 -0_.383 0.733
41 4.318 U.044 1911. 5.7b5 1.179 0.213 -0..323 -0.014 -0,371 1.114
5 8.4U3 U.041 1801. 5.716 1.533 0.275 .0.346 •0.030 -0.346 1.454
6 12.460 U.041 1808. 5.763 1.820 0.352 -0.361 -0.061 -0.309 _ 1.749Y^
7 16.465 0.041 1808. 5.735 1.870 0.498 -0.40U -0.08?
-0.433 1.604
8 20.456 0.044 1918. 5_ 1 786 _1.867 0. 632 -0.4-,9 -0. 05 9 -0,55 9 1.606
24.436 0.042 1847.
_
85.113 1.898 0.751 -0.458 -0.0b4 .0.629 1.861
NAAL HUN	 CONFIGURATION KOYAW 0	 CT OF
742 3o N3 POwLH OFF 3.7- -	 0" 46
--- - ----- r s i i	 " ---Busy FAR^ME tER 	 s s	 s •s	 •
POINT ALPilA C1 N/SUHI u 1./T 0/T n/IC N/T -A/T THKUST TTO
1 -7.979 0.042 1808. 5.699 1.8417 5.0662 -0.7906 1.1205 -5.2728 1.02 320.10
2 -3.905 U.041 1808. 5.777 6.2890 4.0271 -1.9524 60001 -4.4462 1.0? 520 . 10
- 3-- O.i09 0.041 1801.'" 5.725 - 18.42.:0 4.1674--5. 180E 1.02 23.10
M 4.318 0.044 1911. 5.7b5 26.3df+0 4.7773 -5.9089 x6.6728 -2.7766 1.10 520.10
5 6.4U3 u.041 18014 5.71b 36.7176 6.5956 -6.7662 37.2813 .1.1 592 1,0? _ 520.14
L 12.460 U.041 1808. 5.7b3 43.7503 8.+75C -7.n991 44 .54193 1.164?
_^ i.02 w X20.14 -
7 16.465 4.041 1808. 5.738 44.7543 11. 9 145 -7.8260 4 b .2963 1.2572 1.02 520.19
a 20.456 0,044 1918, 5.786 41,7525 14.1359 -7.8475 44.0599 1.346 0 1.11 520.19	 --
^- 24.~76-3:042 1847; -3.773--"-. 6& §--jT'*-6u4b--- Y.-766 8TTb9T 2.Sbl)1 i 05 520;2--
221
NAAL RUN	 CONFIGURATION YAM I 0	 ' Cl' OF NT1'
742 31 N3 POWLh
	 Oid - --°	 11.4 2 40
'	 - STANILITT AXIS	 s • a • s - -
POINT ALPHA CT N/SURI u CL CF) CM CY CNS CAS
1 -T.b78 2 . 042 34631. ll.n63 1,245
- 1.375 - 1,2x6 -0 . 064 2.b93 0.97P
2 -3.489 2.068 34730. 10.400 1.912 - 1 .341 - 1_.46 3 - U .056 2.8 9 4 1 . 73 0
3 0.b62 2.06 1 3473U. 10.9b6
_
2,569 -1.218 -1.524 -0.059 2.777 2.495
M 4.611 2.071 34833. 11.021 3.147
-1.048 -1.524 -0.073 .2.652 3.151
5 8.936 2.068 34836. 11.041 3,652
-O.B59 .1.521 -0.097 2.556 3.773
6 13.009 2.058 34836. 11.097 4.063
-0.632 -1.497 -0.115 2,425 16.321
7 17,130 2.071 34942. I1,On4 4.536
-0.337 -1.538
-0.145 2.222 4.95o
a 21.233 2.044 34859. 11.171 4,925 0.015 -1 586 -U 220 1,954, 5.5_07
-^! 25,255- -2.037 " 34030.-` 11.206- 6,124 0.333 -11
	 10 -0,,296 1. bA2 . 5.892
NAAL NUN	 CONF.6URATIOi1 TAW 0	 CT OF ^q




 ! ! ^HAU^T FARI4METERS t • t • • -
POINT ALPHA CT N/SQKF u L/T 0/T M/TC N/T -A/T . THRUST TTO
1 -7.678 2.042 34631. ll.nb3 0.6U98
-0.6733 -0.5139 0.6345 0,5858 96.96' 520.23
2 -3.4A9 1.06A 34730. 10.9tsU 0.0246 _0.6485 -0.5775 0.9624 o.5910 91.45 520.193-. 0.662 2.067 34 7 30.+10.`766-1.251! _U.'^891 -0.h019-i,24^i6 0.603	 310- 11
4 4.811 2.071 34833. 11.021 1,5191
-0.5n61 - O.GnU4 1.4713. 0.6 3 17 97.96 520.23
5 8.936 2.06a 3483b. 11.041 1.765A -0.4155 -0.6003 1.679A 0.6848 11.97 520.14
4 13.00V 2.058 34836. 11.097 1.9742 -0.3073 -0.5940 1.8544 6.1439 47.9n ^ 520, f0"
7 17.130 2.071 34942, 11.004 2.1902 -0.1628 -0.6062 2.0451 0.8008 198.50 520.10
8 21.233 2.044 34838._ 11.171 264092 O.0075 -0.6334 2.2454 0.8655' !7 9A 520,10





NAAL HUN	 CONFIGURATION YAW 0	 CT OF RD
742 32 N3 POWLh ON
s i s i i
-&VAHILITY AX1 g 	s: s a s
POINT ALPHA CT N/SNHI u CL CO C1-1 C  ENS CLS
1 -7.853 1.013 2374u. 11.340 00597 -0.338 -0.571 -0.025 0.673 09522
2 -3.b98 1.U09 23443. 11.306 1.074 -0.337 -0.750 -0.031 0.690 1.00;
3 0.441 1.014 23443. 1].255 ^i.by U- -0.275 -0,624 -0,031 O,b37 1.594 --
15 4 4.567 l.OnS 23337. 1].257 2.144 -0.171 -.8370 -0,040 0.582 2.084
it 5 8.67U 1.013 2,5538. 11.338 2.552 -0.050 -0.833 -U.053 0.55` 2.521
6 12.743 1.014 23537. 11.322 2.bb4 0.090 - 0.827 - 0,074 0.536 ?.905




















NAAL HUN	 CONFIGURATION TAW 0	 CT DF HO
742 32 N3 POwLH ON 11.4 1 MO 2
A s"s
I I
si	 f -RUST PAAAAETER^ s ---- --t t s t
I POINT ALPHA Cl N/SJKI 4 LIT D/T M/TC W/T -A/T THHUST TTO
1 -7.853 1.013 23540. 11.34U 0.5890 -0,3336 -0.46U0 0.6291 0.2500 49.31 520.12
2 -3.b98 1.009 23443. 11.306 1.0b42 -0.3345 -n.607U 1.0835 0.2b52 48.9(• S2o.32
3 -- 0.442 1.01 4 23443. 11.255 -1.t.47U -0.2713-6.E b 34 i. 4U - 4 n,264r - -Z+^.^ .321 ^7
4 4,567 1.005 23337. 11.257 2.1320 -U.1704 -0.6796 2.1117 f, 3397 48.57 520.41
5 8.670 1.013 23538. 11.333 2.5182 -0.0500 -0.5714 2.4819 0.4291 49.3r 520.45
6 12.743 1.014 23537. 11.322 2.!'417 0.0887 -0.6652 2.7913 0.5403 49.3C 520.49
7 16.617 1.003 23439. 11.370 3.1941 0.3065 -0.7090 3.1461 0.6306 46.94 520.49
e 20.877 1.009 23537. 11.380 3.4030 0.5116 -0.6994 3.3619_ 0.7346 49 .3, 520.49
9 24.852 4 0 995 23536. 11.513"3.4578 0.7M^-U. i FiS9_ -3.45 6 -T7 ^+^.2° _- 520.54
wa302.1
	NAAL	 RUN CONFIGURATION




33	 N3	 P06Lh ON
	 11.4 0.1	 40	 -	 -. 2
• s • • • STAHILITY AXIS	 • # # • #
POINT ALPhA CT N/Sum Y CL CU CM
--
	
c C N5	 _ C LS ..
	
-.r---=---------
1 -7.951 0.096 5529. 11.451 0.143 0.176 -0.101 -0.016
-0.417 0.171
2J` -3,881 0.101 _5737. _11,495 U.3b9 0.139 -0.217 -0.011 -09336 0.3663 0.240 0.10 4 5835. 11.4U3 -0.923 0.142
-0.31-5-6 .-0 -09 -0.318 O.B81
4 4.361 0.107 5939. 11.404 1.340 0.196 ..0.369
-0.017 ..0.322 1.271
5 8.462 0.10 7 5939. 11.398 1.702 0.262 -0.3b8 -0.031
-0.291 1.627




7 16.510 0.106 5939, 11.469 2.Ub0 0.486
-0.411 -0.0')9 -0.361 2.005
a 20.497 0.10 6 5939. 11.526_ 2.078
_0.625
-0i"28 0L107
-0 5 965 2.047



















•	 • •	 +	 • THHUST
	 NARAMF.TEFf	 t • • i s
POINT ALPHA CT N/SuKI L/T •	 O/T M/TC tJ/T -A/T THRUST TTO
1 -7.951 0.096 5529. 11.451 1.46`JU 1.8506 -0.8634 1.2186 -2.0390 4.72 520.aO
2 -3.881 U.101 5737. 11,`+95 3.6443
 1.3745 -1.75UO 3.5428 - 1.F 181 4.99 520.76
3 - 0.140 0.10 4 -- 5035. M 11. 4 U5 -f.6(I?---I ,3633 -2.4(+42 ^g , 8Z68 _ 1.3263 5.12 52U.
4 4.361 0.10 7 5939. 11.404 12.47£2 1.626b .2.9039 12.5809
-0.r,7 24 5.25 520.76
5 5.462 0.10 7 5939. 11.398 15.8330 2.4381 -2.7953 16.0194
-0.0 8 15 5.25 520.76
6 12.494 0.10 7 5939. 11.43(' 18.2163 .3.265b
-2.9129 18.4913 0,7528 __
_ 5 .25 - 520.84
7 16.510 1).106 5939. 11.469 1 9 .2d3S 4.5715 -3.1434 19.7874 1.0971 5.25 520.7£
-- 





19.550_7 _5.8_812_ -3.2888 ? 0 + 312; 1	 1372 5;Y5 520 AO
9 2*. ti 97 0.106 5939, i i.533 19 . G^J81- 7.1458 -3.4562 2U.6878 1.6 555














	 11.4	 0	 40	 ^- -	 2
• • _ * • SFADILITY AXIS • • • •
POINT ALPHA CT N /SU!ii J CL CD CM CY CNS CLS
o 
O 1 -7.942 0.035 27240 11.517 0.083 0.209 -0.073 -0.009
-0.475 0.118
2 -3.910 U.033 2626,
--_-
11.540 0.259 0 .170 . 0 .167 -0.008 - 0.39 7 0,76 4
0.217 0.035 2114. _11.438 0,779 0.169 -J.2d2 -0,007 -0,076 0.74vIV 4.336 0.035 2730. 11.4e3 1.191 0.213 -0.31u --0.016 -0.372 1.124,
S5
8.405 U.001 251. 11.442 1.541 0.276 -0.326 -U.030
-0.350 1.462
6 12,464 0.001 251. 11.482 1.799 0.354 -0,328
-U.U51
-0.318 1.727
Y 16.469 0.033 2626. 11.489 1.885 0.491 -0.356 -0,105 -0.424 1.620
OV
a _ 20.471_ 0.035 2730. 11.5b6 1.807 0. 60 7 -0.367 -0.04 6 -0,5 0 4 1,63f!
24.451 0.035 _iT3ov i1a5_9 10895 0,745 -0.400 •0.088 -0.610 10865
G^
C'h
NAAL RUN	 CONFIGURATION YAM 0	 CT OF ►ip
742 34 N3 POyEk OFF 1104 D 4n -	
-_2
THRUST PARAMETERS st s s -
POINT ALPHA CT N/SGNI H L/T D/T M/fC N/T -A/T THHUST TTO
1 -7.942 0.035 2724. 11.517 2.3610 5.9962 -1.6At,2 1.5236 -6,1659 1.75 520.84
_ 2 - -3.910 0.033 2626, 11.54U 7.4.861 5.0469 4.n364_- 7.3260 -5.5 5 95 1.67 520 . 933 0.217 U.035 2714. 11.436 21,7974 '-- 4.7404	 -6,4461 Y ^1.i15?.4.6577 T. 3f0.13
4 4.336 0.035 2730. 11.463 33.2033 5.9634 -7.1A06 33.6399 .3.4294 1.74, 520.93
5 61405 0.001 251. 11.442101u.VSn0 IA2.5320-175.62/UiO32.540n
-31.9437 U.07 320.93
6 12,464 U.001 251. 11,4821190.900 O 234.4340-17/.21491273.4300 2#,1327 U.07 72u,93
7 16.469 0.033 2626, 11.489 55.5778 14,4960 -1.5A21 57.4072 1.8553 1.67 910,A9
20.471 U.035 271U. 11.566 53.1932 17.1319 3.4574_- 55.8256 2.5541 1.7f 520.98
---! 24.451' 0.033 2730:--` iI.597 -53.466!-:Fl .- 6 76 	 2274F-S-T,-4858 2.-9B5f< 1.76 52' 0-. P
82S
-	 -::	 ...	 °q,,, •, •, 





NAAL	 RUN CONFIGURATION	 YAW	 0	 CT	 OF	 RD
	
7 842	 35	 144	 P06LK ON	 5.1	 4 - 840	 _ - -	 _ ---	 --2




























9 - 25.971 4.271








34112."-4.769 - u.1 ?2 	 -2.873





	 -2.292	 -2.600	 -0.00E
34714.	 4.700	 6.035
	 -1.985	 .2.596	 -0.029




	 .1.049	 -2.617	 -0.109
384505.-- q.7B2---7;7^,T---0.^1^6^4 -0,11
1I014	 YAW	 U	 CT
POULk ON	 S,I	 4
	
• i s ^ t TM^U$1 PARAMETERS + + » + »	 _
N/SURI	 W	 L/T	 0/T	 y/TC	 N/T
34615.	 4.687	 U.5(27 -0.1555 -0.4663	 0.6553
34712.4.575	 0.7641 .0.7168 _-0.4964	 0.8025
	
.14712. _ 4.768 -- O.y5S3.0.6645 -0,8007	 ti;y4iT
34813.	 4.677	 1.0961 -0.5997 -x.4938	 1.0393
34714',	 4.7b9	 1.2578 -0.5303 -0.4911	 1.1553
54714.	 4.7J0
	 1.3757 -0.4526 -0.4830	 1.2329
345U5.	 4.812
	 1.5313 -0.3534 -0.4910 	 1.3552
34507.	 4.760	 1.6740 .0.2445 -0.497 9 	1.4644

























































A 7 64	 520,,44 55
	





.v. urm^. ,^cw.ro • • a:^.	 ;. d!".,.
	












5.1	 -0	 40	 2







_ -- CO .--.COQ-
-	
-C Y- -.-- CNS _j[^LS
1 -7.968 U-036 1800. 5.11U 0,098 0.216 .044 -0.004 -0.490 0.133
-	 2.. -3.891 0.035 1800, 5.183 0.295 0.1198 .169 -0.004 -0.431. 0.2999_-^___
3 0.213 U.036 18ous 5.091 0.762 0.189 -11.272 0.002 -0.413 0.746
4 4.327 0.039 1911, 5.174 1.191 0.232 -0.314 -0.012 -0.407 1.125
5---- a.415_0,036 ---1a0u_f_^^101 . 1,y3_^_0.29 2 	-0,3^4^.¢..028^r.0.3T9 1,!!.5 R
6 12.477 0.036 1794. 5.144 1.846 0.370 -0.355 -0.052
-0.336 1.771
7 16.1452 u.039 1911. 5.149 1.799 0.527 -0.390 -0.074 -0.515 1.720
8 20.472 0.041 2008• 5.215 1.868 0.643 -0.420 -0.977__-
-0.565__
-1.029















s s * * * THRUST 4ARAMEfERS * * * * s
.- POINT
	
ALPHA- -.	 CL--N/SU N 1 d _,..L/i__.D/_I J1/_.iC __-„V L 	-A/ T 	 iHn11SL TTU
1
-7.968 0.036 1800. 5.110 2.6947 6,0030 -0.9987 1.8365 -6.3186 U,79 520.62
2 -3.891 0.035 Aduo. 5.163 8.2400 5.2373 -3.8464 7.8655 -5.7 8 44 U.79 _ 520.67_
3 0.213 U.036 la0u. 5.091 21.4001 5.1860 -6.0839 21.4192 -5.1072 0.79 520.67
84 4.32` U.oS9 1911. 5.114 30.5U5A 5.9465 -6.5705 30.8675 -3.6279 0,86 520.67
18 002_3..101___4 2.19:9_,_&.0203__L712Z -42,4153_x.1..2589 U_7- zp 	67
G 12.477 0.036 1794. 5.144 51.2819 10.2779 -8.0526 52.2912 1.0443 U.79 520.67
7 16.452 U.03 9 1911. 5.149 4 5.8460 13.4507 -8.1210 47.7783 O.rO'.1 U.8s 520.71,
8 20,472 _0.041 2008• __- 5.21 5 45.4864 15.4906 -8.2552 _,4 8 .0314 1.3972
9 24.455 0.03 9 1911• 5.164 47.0981 19.4169 -9.2150 51.6392 2.1545 0.86 520.76
327
NAAL KUN	 CONFIGURATION YAM 0	 CT OF k0
742 37  N4 - -- POMEK Oil - - --- 1
	
10.3 2 40 2
• • • • • STABILITY AXIS	 s t t 6 s
_.POINT_ ALPhA - - - CT N/SAKI 4.___. CL.-- -- - CU -_ . C M CT - C!45_ -CL5
1 -7.681 2.053 34601. 9.990 1.275
-1.395 -1.273 O.nn8 2.933 1.003
2 -3.475 2.075 34705. 9.928 1.965
-1.333 -1.422 0.009 2.86E
__	 1.782
3 0.670 2.075 34706. 9.931 2.617
-1.202 -1.461 0.00" 2.736 2.521
4 4.620 2.076 34809. 9.971 3.103
-1.035 -1.463 -O.002 2.b16 8ti
5 _ -5.927`2,088 34806- e 	5.911. 7697 _ =.0 .859_:1.41 0.0','4 2.546 3.^8h
6 13.019 2.05 7 34607. 9.971 4.064
-0.638 -1.429 -O.C.p4 2.431 4.323
7 17.136 2.055 34601. 9.9b0 4.507
-0.358 -1.440 -G.'dl 2.253 4.925
8 21.278 2.035 34497. 10.033 5.028
-0.021 ..-1. 4 57 ,-. -0. 	 42
-	
2.U37._
25.267 2.030 34606. 10.1U4 5.054 0.340 -1.535 -0.05 1.656 5.82n
NAAL RUN CONFIGURATION YAM 0 -CT OF Kii
742 37
-
N4 POULk 014	 1 10 6 3 2 40 2
•• t t t THKJSI FAKAMETEKS • t i t s
-PO If+T- .__ A L F'Ha-- __C T _N/S d K i _-_U- L/T -..._ U/I`.. P1/ TC _ __.1J/T_^ A!_T_-I11^ < U 5T TTO
1 -7.681 2.053 34601. 9.990 0.6212 -0.6733 -11.5062 0.7064 0.5902 81J.01 520.76
2 -3.475 2.075 34705. 9.924 0.9469 -0.6421 -0.5595 0.9941. 0.` 8 35 88.42 520.76-----_-.--
3 0.670 2.075 347ub. 9.931 1.4610 -0.5794 -0.5748 1.254? 0.5941 8tf.42 52U.71
4 4.820 2.076 34009. 9.971 1.5532 -0.4989 -0.5752 1.4458 0.6258 88.83 520.76
--
s r0.5530 --_- 1.6950 --Q.6Q1L-9. --oD-_5 0.76 -
6 13.019 2.057 34607. 9,971 1.9749 -0.3102 -0.5672 1.6543 0.7472 88.03 520.76
7 17.138 2.055 34b01. 9.9b0 2.1930 -0.1744 -0.5721 2.0442 0.8128 88.01 520.16
8 21.278 2.035 34497. 1.0.n33 2.47U9 -0.0104 -0.5846 2.2987 0.9064 _	 8 1 .60 52Q.7(&-	 -.___.




YAW	 9 CT	 DF	 KC
742
	
38..._- -- N4... -
	 P06CH 014	 1 10.3` 1	 40	 2
• t s s• STABILITY AXIS t s s s t
P_OLNT,ALPha-- CT - __N/Stitt 1_-	 w -` LL,






1 -7.848 1.015 ?2604. 10.159 0,616 -0.336 -0.573 0,000 0,665 0.541
2 -3.686 1.009 22605. 10.219 1.111 -0.322 -0.729 0,000 0.649
3 0.4bl 1.017 22700. 10.204 1.715 -0.269 -0.756 0,UU1 0.616 ..652 "
It 4.583 1.025 22803. 10.201 2.187 -0.164 -0.819 -0.039 O.b68 2.125
-_ ^ , 3.682 _ 1.027 _22802,	 10.185--2,6p2-__q.04$-- -r0.816_^ -. 0. 0 26__O_.S5CT2.^' 63
6 12.'.`.:. 1.033 22907, 10.201 2.933 0.093 -0.007 -f.049 0.560 2.957
7 16.335 1.02U 22801. 10.2x7 3.258 U.296 -O.k26 -0.091 0.439 3.347
a 20.905 1.619 2.2801, 10.258 3.546 0.509 _	 -O.A57. -0.132
_ 0.355-._.._3.73 3-
9 24.903 1.011 228UI. 10.34h 3.x69 0.740 -0.886 -O.1Y3 0.170 3.646
10 26.799 1.004 22801. 10.412 3.139 0.899 -0.915 -0.251
-0.156 3.374
NAAL RUN	 CONFIGURATION YAW 0	 CT CA F RO
742 38 144 POy.Lk ON ^1	 10.3
	 1 40 2
• • • s • THRUST PARAMETERS s • s t s
_PQINL__ALf H^	 CT__{^ /S4K T _- w_ _L/T._____ . L) / I-- . MLTC_^.. SN/I -AI_L_IlIHUST T10
1
-7.848 1.015 21604. 10.159 0.6071 -0.331x -0.4610 0.6467 0.2455 44.24 520.89
2 -3.686 1.009 22bab . 10.219 1.11U9 -0.3192 -0.5891 1.1291 0.2471_._-_. 44 .24- _520.84..- __
3 0.461 1.017 22.700. 10.204 1.8957 -0.2b4d -0.6065 1.6935 0.2785 44.55 520.93
4 4.583 1.025 228J3. 10.2ul 2.1312 -0.1605
-0.6520 2.1126 0.3303 44.89 520.96
-_5_0. 882-1.02 7 ,_ -22 6 0 2` _10.1 8 5„_.2-5330_.0. 0476 - -.- 0.6487___2.4967_-0.4295	 44--8H521..02
6 124756 1,033 22907, 10.2ul 2.b303 0.0809 -0.6375 2.78b1 0.5477 45.23 520.98
7 16.835 1.020 22802. 10.257 3.1940 U.290x -0.6611 3.1413 0.6469 44,88 521,02
B 20.905 1.019 22801. 10.258 3.4772 0.4995 -0.6860 3.4266 .	 0.7 7 41.._ __4 4 .88 - .521.06	 .
9 24.903 1.011 22801. 10.346 3.5294 0.7326 -0.7158 3,5097 0.6216 44.8& 521.06
10 26.799 1.00 4 22801. 10.412 3.1248 0.S B'S 0 -U.7435 3.1882 0.6109 44,8P 521.06
sxip
I4AAL HUN	 CONFIGURATION TAW 0	 CT OF Hp
742 39	 -- w4 --- - ---- POWER Or1--- - -__._ 1
	 1043	 091 40 - -	 -"
s r	 s	 r STABILITY AXIS	 s s•	 r	 r_
_
^'^QI^LI_ALF'tIA^__S_T __1l/ S W fi_ f	 --.--^ --.(.L _CD _ __.CM. _..CY..^._--- CNS 	 _	 C^ S •__^,,,^
1 -7.959 0.097 5631. 10.388 0.150 0.184 -0.110 -0.007 -0.427 0.1709
- 2 -3.871 0.097 5631. 10,397 0.410 0.150 -0.231 -0.008 _	 -0.362
 0.406
3 0.242 U.iU: 5735. 10.327 0.913 0.161 -0.321 -0.007
-0.355 0.E-71
4 4.361 U.101 5735. 10.318 1.322 0.211 -0.349 -0.014 -0.354 1.252
^. 45 5_ U . 1 0 1 __ 5 7 19.-lU•w9k 1.G76__fl. 276T-.0,.364-_-U.026_-0.31
	 115 94
6 12.490 U.IoU 5735. 10.394 1.935 0.362 -0.365 -0.046 -x.302 1.862
7 16.516 0.1ou 5728. 10j'57 2.U07 0.489 -0.373 -0.076
-0.377 1.95n-
Q 20.517 0.097 5630, 10.437 2.U40 0.617 _ -9.367 - 0.109 ._	 - 0. 4 56__ -' -2.00 6__.	 .;
9 24.496 0.096 5630. 10.489 2.045 0.763 -0.418
-0.111 -0.571 2.035
NAAL TAW 0	 CT NOHUN	 CONFIGURATION (IF
742 39 ^N4 - ^NUWLk ON 1	 10.3^0.1 40 2
r	 s s r	 r	 THRUST PARAMETERS
	
s•	 s s	 s -
-POINT	 ALF11A 17_11/50f _	 Y __L/-1 .0/-I..^_M1i^-_^ -i1/.L___.-A/7 	 THRUST TTO
1 -7.959 0,097 5631. 10.388 1.5376 1.8823 -0.9211 1.2621
-2.nTT1 4.35 521.11
2 -3.871 U.09 7 5631. 10.397 4.1961 1.5446 -1.9321 4.0342, -1,8245
_-	 4 .35_-_.321.29	 .-
3 0.242 0.101 5735. 10.327 9.0170 1.5945 -?.5946 9.0237 -1.5563 4.48 521.20
4 4.361 0.101 5735. 10.318 13.6451 2.0874 -2.A179 13.1660 -1.0693 4.4E 521.20
6. 4 55._0 - .101. ___5? 2 yr^ 	 30.3Q^ _ 16.5505_-_2. 7 324_^2.935Lw16 . 7724 - .-_0,.26 95 a_47 521- 20
6 12.490 0.100 5735. 10.394 19.2331 3.6034 -2.9673 19.5573 0.6416 4.4P 521.24
7 16.516 U.1ou 5726. 10.357 19.9190 4.A542
-3.0269 20.4771 1.0089 4.47 521.24
E 20.517 U.097 5630, 10.437 2U.9691 6.3446 -3.2520 21.9628 1.4072._
9 24.496 0.096 5630. 10..489 21,1300 7.6644 - 3.5282 22.4972 1.5665 4.35 521.28
130
s








0 • 0 ♦ * STABILITY AXIS * s + s +
-POINT--ALPh A __ CT ,d/SUNI (;L------CD -- CM_ __C7 CNS	 GLS
1 -7.986 0.032 2729. 10.404 0,090 0.211 -0.065 -0.007
-0.403 0.125
2 -3.928 U.031 2730. 10.390 0.306 2.167 -0.136 -0.009 -0.402 _	 0.309. __-
►.-4 3 0.215 0.032 2766. 16.334 0.793 0.178 -0.266 -U.010 -0.359 0.757
4 4.324 U.032 2736. 10.350 1,200 0.224 -0.299 -0.022 -0.397 1.133
___.6. 423_0.03 2 __2T66_9_1G. 365 1,Ss2__^0.287`-0.309 -0_.033_-.0.374^_lJ'7n
-
6 12.457 0.032 2729. 10.413 1.771 0.374 -0.311 -0.042 -0.371 1.692
7 16.467 0.034 2833. 10.386 1.640 0.498 -0.323 -0.079
-0.455 1.769
jD A 20.477 0.03 4 2833. 10.374 1.872 00612 -0.340._ -U.110
9 24.456 0.033 2833. 10.475 1.876 0.753 -0.314 -0.091 •0.636 1.838
NAAL HUN	 CONFIGURATION TAW p	 CT OF KU
V7M2 40 N4 - POuLk OFF i	 in.3 ^0^40 2
• • • • •	 THHUST i'ARAMLTERS	 • s	 +	 +	 *
_
,pO1HI_._ ALf'IIA- __ . _CTS/5un.l _-	 .^^ __L/I __^ ^_D1I_-f1L7^_ _il/L_=1^1r	 THMt{15T 7T0
1 ••7.986 0.032 2729. 10.404 2.7946 6.5510
-1.6583 1.8573 -6.8757 1.43 521.33
2 -3.928 u.032 273b. 10.39U 9.4718 5.1664 -3.4496 9.0956 -5.8031 _ ' 1 .44 __..521.3 7 __ _..
3 0.215 U.032 273b. 10.334 24.3551 5.4954 -6.6731 2. 4 .3796 -5.4035 1.44 521.41
4 40.324 0.032 2736. 10.350 36.9096 6.9002 -7.5184 37.3248 -4.0 9 75 1.44 521.375 6 .423 4.032_2 7 3 b . 1U. 3 35__47.L 622._.8.8424 -_-.7.7634 _.48.4433 -,1.7652
	
1_44	 -121 - 141
6 12.457 0.032 2729, 10.413 94.9863 11. 6 152 -7.8947 56.1914 0.5182 1.43 521.37
7 16.467 0.034 2633. 10.386 53.9609 14.6037 -7.7472 55.8872 1.2918 1.51 521.41
5 20.477 0.034 2833. 10.374 54.8368 17. 9292 -8.137 4 57.6459 _ 2.38B9-- 1,51-__521.46_______
9 24.456 0.033 2833. 10.475 55.4925 22.2898 -9.0410 59.7413 2.6838 1.51 521.41
331
-,:ate :,e^sro::,^a: ^vwx^"°r^"^wK*^^»'.=,-ncx^,-•^^^1•er!^^!^?'/,tS
NAAL HUN	 CONFIGURATION YAW 0	 CT DF RD
742 ~ 47 - - N4 -- -- -	 POWLh UFF '--- 5.1^ -- 0 - 60 2
s• s	 s• SIABILITY
	 AXIS	 •	 s s s•
_POlIJI- ALPHA _-. CT _ _[^/ SUN , I _ _u  -CL_ CU _ Gri CY-____ C N S Cl5
1 -7.864 U.039 191Y. 5.101 0.460 0.250 -0.2111 -0,015 -0.b37 0.521
2 -3.533 U.042 2u16. 5.116 1,62 0.402 -0.7110 -0.031 .-1.064 1.619
3 0.5bb U.042 2010. 5.104 2.045 0.490
-0.811 -0.045 -1.131 1.947
4 4.63u 0.045 2114. 5.1b2 2.318 0.573 -0.AU0 -0.069 -1.125 2.171
0.042_ -2010.	 5.IU3__ 2.550. _0.661-0.7.81_- 0„092 -_-1.0631..37 6
6 12.671 U.044 2114. 5.185 2.552 0.782 -0.749 -0,137 -1.083 2.370
7 16.653 0.044 2114. 5.181 2.524 0.966 -0.772 -0.143 -1.235 2.327
6 20.64 0.044 2114. 5.2U4 2.513 1.081 -0.776 -U.164
-1.244 .2.533-
9 24.474 0.041 2010. 5.196 1.919 1.175 -0.757 -0.207 .1.447 1.694
10 26.393 u.038 1918. 5.214 1.620 1.292 -0.762 - 0.u8L% -1.679 1.314
NAAL NUN	 CONFIGURATION YAM 0	 CT 1,F RD
742 N4 , P06LR OFF
- 5.1 - 0 60 2
• • • • s THRUST PARAMETERS t • • 0 t
-PQINT -
_	 UPI _niTC_- M-'d/I	 -:.ALT
	
iHt<_1m TTO
1 -7.Bb4 U.039 1919. 5.101 12.?b22 b. 289U -4.4838 ll.?A63 -7.9077 U.87 520.n1
2 -3.533 U.042 2Ulb. 5.11b 3h.bb99 9.4509
-14.9720 3b.1535 -11.6250
	 _- 0 .93 ,520.01_.
3 0.566 U.042 2010. 5.104 4 6.1 4 1;4 11.5552 -15.5963 48.25?3 -11.0 7 84 U.9?1 52.0.01
4 4.630 0.045 2114. 5.162 51.4316 12.'3210 .14.41161 52.2908 -8.6268 0.9-+ 520.05
_5 8.6A3 J.G4t -20 	 _ 6 0.0'1.94-15. 5 7 56_.15.0216-61.6924 -6.3336	 1Z-4A	 5(1,01
6 12.b71 0.0 4 4 2114. 5.185 5b.6708 17.4419 -13.6293 59.3117 -4.5414 U.99 52G.01
7 16.653 U.J44 2114. 5.lbl 5b.I9b9 91.5095 -14.0371 60.0040 -4.5023 0.99 520.01
s 20.642 0.0+ 4 2114. 5.244 56.1990 24.1725 -14.1758 61.1127 .2.8080. 0,99___.520.01__
? 24.474 0.041 201U. 5.196 46.0054 28.1589 -14.8171
-, 5.5375 -6.5b90 0.93 520.01






	 TAW	 0	 CT	 VF	 RE,
742 - 48	 w4	 - 	 P06LO OFF _



























































+ • • • + STABILITY AXIS + s • • •
	 ~^








	 0.365	 -0.722	 -0.034	
-1.006
	 _1.514
























	 1.079	 -0.729	 -0.184	 -1.272
	 2.232
302 4 .	 16.623	 2.239
	 1.154	 -0.697	 •0.181	 -1.279
	
2.069(,731. ___ lU.b20___LOD2^__ 1.304___.D.715
_-_e â .1^9^.^-578-	 ^.57Q
f10N	 YAM	 0	 CT	 OF	 RE)
POr.Lh OFF
	 10.3	 0	 60	 2
• • • • • THRUST PARAMETERS • • • • • -
	 -	 -	 - -
_^/SUrc1 __
	u	 L/ I_	 U/Ir_. N / IG__ -
 fl/T___	 -A/T__1HKUS T
	 ? 0
2830.	 10.410	 15.5212
	 7.2212 -6.1479 1 4 .3895 -9.2733	 1.51	 520.23
2947,	 1U.35U	 4 2.2311
	
10.0749 -16.2584	 41.2973 _1 3 .3 9 78_ __1.61 ..520.32__
3044.	 10.408 44.',761
	
10.5077 -16.7064 43.84511 -13.2283
	
1.60!	 520.2




120.323044.___10.377 - - 6 1.9577._.1 5 .2150_.17.0852__6 2 .9071_.- 10.	 `.i2U.3z
3044.	 10.368 66.8475 17.4214 -16.3854 68.7431 -7.3136
	
I.EP	 520.36
3044.	 10.412 67.818E ?U.9029 -15.1823 70.7527 -5.5121
	
1.6A	 520.32
3U44,	 10.477 65.5271 24.5750 -15.5013 6 9 .8211 -4.7682
	
_ 1.68 _ 520.36
3044.	 10.497 64.51(,5 28.7672 -15.A?34 70.5230 .4.1941 	 1.6P	 520.36
3024 0










NAAL RUN	 CONFIGURATION YAW Q	 CT OF Rh
74Z 49 M4 -	 -- - - - POWLh ON	
_	 - _.-- -
5.1
	
4 60--- - 2
s	 • s	 s	 a STABILITY AXIS	 • •	 • t ♦ - - ^^
-POINT.- ALPttA -__ -- CT _71/SOR I- _.	 - Q ., CL CO Cm _ _-.._ C7 __ Cd5 -S;LS
1 -6.be8 4.479 34718. 4.603 5.415 -2.560 -4.065 0.026 4.708'
2 -2.511 4.385 34720. 4.702 6.()08 •2.129 -4.043 0.002 4.182..: .5.643 ^.r
3 l.bd3 4.381 34721. 4.7U7 6.568 -1.759 -3.992 -o.01A 3.651 6.364
4 5.737 4.347 34830. 4.7b7 6.991 -1.339 -3.880 -0.034 3.482 .6.924
3 9.651 4.369 .34745.	 4.7[5 _-_7,452
	
-0.993- -3.828 - . -- -U.071 .,54"	 _7.5 T9 ....rr
6 13.9U5 4.328 3483U• 4.7b8 7.741 -0.562 -3.712 -U1077 3.039• 8.081 .
7 16.U1b 4.339 34830. 4.776 11.131 -0.067 -3.717 -0.098 2.b66 8.708
8 22.134 4.241 348314 4.50b E.501 D.518 -3.682 -0.111 2. 142-
	 -9.323..-'.
9 26.U0S 4.221 34831• 4.909 7.85b 1.132 -3.745 -0.294 .1.306 6.845
10 29.983 4.128 348309 5.019 7.713 1.694 -3.70.5 -0.368 0.652 '. X6.634
r	 ,
NAAL NUN	 CONFIGURATION 0	 CT MOYAM OF
742 49 H4 P0wLh ON 5.1
	
4 60 2
•	 •	 s •	 s THRUST
	
I AHA*7tTEHS t ! s ! s --T--
-POINT. _ -ALftl 1►-CL-N/ SdR I -	 - 4 - -L/T-- TLO
1 -6.bd8 4.479 34718• 4.603 1.20UR -0.5715 -00409 1.2b72 0.4268 AC.47 520.36
2 -2.512 4.385 34120• 4.702 3.3701 -0.4056 -0.7'527 103901 0.4251. -- 8 8 .47 520.32 -
3 1.623 4.381 347219 4.707 1.5U3e -0.4016 -0.7437 1.4-)1A 0.4440 88.48 320.27
4 5.737 4.3 417 34830 9 4.767 1.6ULI -0.3080 -0.7786 1.5693 0.467? 88.91 520.14
8 51.9.36 9 ._347 45.L_-_4 .7 2 5 _1.7056_-.0.2272.--,rD.7152 _-1.6416-__B.51:.7___8 8 -.% 7 5/u.14
6 13.905 4.328 34830, 4.788 1.78f.7 .0.1299 -0.7003 1.7051 0.5560 88.91 52().14
7 18.016 4.339 3483U. 4.716 1.8740 -0.0155 -0.6994 1.7772 0.5944 88.91 520.14
6 22.134 4.241 34631, 4.A86 2.0041 0.1223 -0.7087 1.9025 0.6418
 68.91--- 520.10- --- ^_.
9 26.005 4.221 348,!1. 4.709 1.8703 0.2683 -0.7242 1.7986 0.5769 88.91 520.10
10 29.983 4.12 6 34830• 5.019 1.E682 0.4104 -0.7327 1.6232 0.5781 88.91 520.14
134
NAAL RUN	 CONFIGURATION TAM G	 CT 6F Rp
1 142 SO 114 - - - ---- - - POkLh
	 014 10.3 -
	 - i-
-60	 - --- 2
• • • • • STAH1L11T AXIS	 • e	 •	 .	 . -
-POINT_. CT -N/5Uh1 •_ 4 -_. CL	 . -- CD
 Ch CT ___	 CNS _	 LLS
1 -7.123 2.066 3412tl. 9.4b5 3.496
-0.883 -?.358 0.001 1.317 3.271S
2 _2.9t)% 1.064 34 7 29. 9.994 4.00S -0.65U
-2.404 -0.016 1.047 3.802
3 1.163 2.004 3473U. 9.996 4.557
-0.419 -2.384 -•U.039 0.868 4.36E,










_. 0.042_.2259__ - rU.011 0.71.a	 5.17
0.291 •2.197 -0.086 0.656 5.473
j 7 17.468 1.050 34682. 10.129 5.776 0.680 .2 219 -0.123 0.361 5.584
8 21.454 2.005 34827. 10.334 5.613 1.042 .2.215 -0.227 0.U27__.__ 5.822--._^.__9 25.390 1.957 34729, 10.539 5.402 1.493 .2.251 -0.315 -0.511 5.660




NAAL NUN	 CONFIGURATION TAM 0	 CT. DF Rp
742 50 - - N4 --- - - P01.LH ON -^ I0.3	 2 60	 _ 2
• • • • •	 THRUST 1-ARAMETEMS
	 • •	 •	 *	 •
-
_P_9INT	 _ ALPIIA __._._C? _11/Som. 1 u__.
_L/T
 0/ i H/1C Ir/T - I1/L 	IH!1 USI ITO
1 -7.123 2.066 34726. 9.985 1.6921
-0. 4 27b -0.4317 1.7321 0.2146 88.57 520.27
2 -2.954 2.06 4 34729. 9.994 1.9865
-0.3152 -0.9506 109941 0.2127 88.51 520.23-
_____-
3 1.163 1.064 34730. 9.996 2.2U79 -0.2033
-0.9431 2.2033 (1.2401 88.5 520.19
4 5.263 2.055 34732. 10.038 2.39b4 -O.OR97 -8.9275 2.3400 0.3093 88.52 520.14
.9.324_4 .052_303s ,	 1U. 1 0 1_2.536L._0.0209= P.8 Q 9D_2.5o79 _-- 0.3906
-
_9e _JA	 52II.1516 13.381 2.053 3483b. 10.093 2.6593 0.1419 -0.8731 2.6199 0.4773 ae.93 520.14
7 17.468 2.050 34881. 10.129 2.8165 0.3315 -0.8833 2.7861 0.5292 89.11 520.14
8 21.454 2.005 34827, 10.3.54 2.7957 0.5198 -0 4 9019 2.7954 0.5401 9n. 911-- 520.23_
9 25.590 1.957 34729. 10.539 2.7595 0.7629 .0.9387 2.8201 0.4940 8b.51 520.23
10 29.396 1.966 34729. 10.494 2.7285 0.9423
-0 1 9450 2.8397 (1.5162 68.51 520.23










• s • • • STABILITY AXIS	 • • •	 •	 •
-	 -	
_._.
POWL-ALP11 A __ CT __N /SYHI-
_- ____W._ -.CL .	 Co _.__ CM -	 -CY	 __- CNS -GLS
1 -7.383 1.013 22621. l0.1d8 2.410 -0.135 .1.426 -0.019 -0.162 2.337
2 -3.183 1.020 22718, 10.191 3.033 0.071 -1.552 -0.039 -0.482. 2.919
	
y -
f,j 3 0.`s05 1.010 22716. 10.287 3.418 0.227 -1.539 -0.054 .•0.579 3.26?
^.1 4 4.977 1.01[ 22717. 10.2b9 3.722 0.391 .1.508 -0.0:2 -0.604 3.541

























8 21.104 1.000 22716. 10.391 4.251 1.211 -1.427
-0.244 -0.867 _ 4.187._:x_
/S 9 25.052 0„972 22619. 10.618 4.048 1.509 -1.451 -0.297
-1.169 4.031









7 q 2	 51	 144	 P06Lh ON - -
	 10.3---1 --tD--
•	 • • • • THRUST
	
PARAMETERS e •	 s t	 • -	
_.__ ___ ___	 __
-POINT
	
ALPHA CT -N/Su H I -	 _ r L/T_ ._. 0/7 _-... M/TG ..III/.T !►/.L_Tit US-I TTO
1 -7.383 1.013 22622. 10.1bo 2.3162 -0.1339 -1.1490 2.3757 -0.1127 44.29 520.36
2 -3.183 1.0?U 2271b. 10.191 2.9725 0.0702
-1.?422 2.9640 -0.2351
	 ._ -_4 4 .61 - ___520. y 1_-.__	 ^-_
3 0.905 1.010 22718. 10.2.07 3.3A19 0.2254 -1.2435 3.3351
-0.1720 44.61 520.41
4 4.977 1.012 22717. lU.2b9 3.1,759 0.3771 -1.2162 3.6947
-n.0568 44.61 520.45 
9,0 440
-22 1 171_,x_10.3 3 1 -3. 9U[,6_- 0. 5 2 A9__--.1.18 1 0.-._ 3 .9412-__0.0 9 19 _ 4'!-F:15ZJ -45	 -
6 13,076 1.012 22711. 1D.271 4.09!,0 0.7195 -1.1509 4 .1516 0.2155 44.61 520.45
7 17.38 1.001 22717. 10.378 4.3601 0.9999 -1.1783 4.4612 0.3292 44.61 520.45
8 21.104 1.000 2271b. 10.391 4.2791 1.2107 -1.1643 4.3814 0.3933_
-_ 41.60-'320.49-
9 25.052 U.972 22619, 10.618 4.1638 1.5525 -1.2183 4.4293 ().3567 44.2P 520.49












52	 N4	 -- -	 ---- PO ►
.ER 014 -	 !0.3  0. 1	 60
	
It






_-CL-	 CV	 . CM_-_ . CT....-_ Cn5_ -
	 Cl s
1 -7.639 U.o95 55310 100313 O.bbO 0.227 -0.327 -0.014
-O.b19 0.68E
2 -3.504 0,101 5739• 10.361 1.h38 0.386 -0.847 -0.037
-1.U54 1.797
3 0.394 U.094 X530. 10.44U 2.2b7 0.4R2 -O.A69 -0,050
-1.120 2.102




	. 5 5 3Ua-10.416 2.6Q1
	 -_0. 667----•0.825-_-0.U91-.1.U56__2.50 3
6 12.b94 0.094 5530. 10.430 2.694 0.79h
-0.786 -0.134
-1.U65 2.511
7 16.b84 U.093 553U. 10.5e5 2.624 0.930 .0.759 -0.164
-1.137 2.443
A 20.615 0.09 4 553U. 10.497 2.5(,2 1.054 -0.753 -0.196
-1.173 2.397._
9 24.630 0.093 553U. 10.514 2.511 1.212 -0.7b4 -0.183
-1.269 2.362
14 28.522 0.0 402 5529. l0.GU9 2.123 1.378 0.769 -0.20M
-1.455 1.939
NAAL NUN	 CONFIGURATION YAW 0	 CT OF A(
742 5? N4  POuEh ON - ! -	 -	 10.3	 0.1 60
_	
2^
• • • • • THNuST PARAMETERS s 0 t ! a
_P01Nt,ALfH A CT
_ _ w
____ .	 L/T.___ D/TT - PVT-,.- - A /L.,.IHKUS7 ._ T70
1 -7.839 0.09 5 5'S5e. 10.373 6.9454 2.3913 -2.8129 6.5543 -3.3163 4.23 520.49
2 -3.504 U.101 5'r,.. 10.361 18.1960 3.8242 -6.A447 17.92A2 - 4 .9293._. _	 4 .49 52D.54
3 0,594 0.094 5530. 10.440 23.3543 5.1057
-T.'3106 23.4060 _u.8631 4.23 520.58
4 4.6b3 U.095 5530. 10.371 26.0563 6.0127 -7.3329 2b.45A9 -3.A745 4.2; 520,58
_5	 _6.7US.._, U.094_55SU .__ I0.4lb - ?6.30f2 __7.e v 13._I.10 94^9.0458_. 2.(• 7 68 4 23_52'0. ^4
6 12.694 0.0 94 55150. 10.43U 28.4 hi p 8.5315 -6.7856 29.6169
-1.,4 687 4.2! 52D.62
7 16.644 0.093 553U. 10.525 27.9)79 9.9251 -6.6142 29.6687
-1.4691 4.23 520.58
• 20.665 0.094 553U. 10.V97 2 7 .2620 11.216b -6.5420 29 .4u6A -0.6740	 _ 4.23_- ._520.58
9 24.63U 0.093 5530. 10.514 26.9178 12.9937 -6.6913 p9.8840 -0,593? 4.23 320.62
10 28.522 0 0 092 5529. 10.6U9 22,6326 14.2913 -6.7549 26.8855
-1,6 5 40 4.23 520.71
1151






• •	 s	 •	 . SIAHILITT AXIS	 • s • • • ', -
_Ey1IiT__ALPHA ,_ CT LL. CU. CH._ CT.
_
	 C N S -_I;LS
1 -7.1131 U.05U 1912. 5.141 0.694 0.307
-0.404
-0.013 -0.847 0.930
2 -3.512 U.053 20096 5.158 1.7 (-8 0.435 -0.789
-0.035
-1.152
_-19734--'3 0.5?8 u.053 2016. 51121 2.142 0.525 -O.P10 -U.056
-1.209 2.04n -^
4 4.646 0.056 2113. 5.175 2.413 0.618
-O.AU3 -0.065
-1.210 2.2575	
.8.690 -. U.053 _- 2Ulb.	 5.144-_2.589_0.704 .-
	 - 0.770 .__ - 0.0.9Z--1.15L^2.90 ^6 12.b1O 0.053 2016. 5.203 2.-j60 0.867 -0.772
-0.137
-1.25F, 2.357
7 16.643 U.056 2113. 5.175 2.522 1.000 -0.753 -0.148
-1.309 2.313
8 20.631 0.055 2115. 5.255 2.450 11.102 -0.755
-1.308 .._2.255.- - ^-9 214.494 0.052 tulb. 5.239 1.953 1.223 -0.740
-0.215 -1.528 1-711
10 28.368 U.049 1918. 5.251 1.559 1.298 -0.724
-0.102 -1.7!9 1.237
NAAL RUN	 CONFIGURATION TAM q	 CT OF RD
7M2 53 - - - ^ - -	 _ ^- POt.'Lh OFF ^ ' 0+ 5e1
	
D 90 - - 2---
• • t •	 a	 THRUST F4RAMLTERS • s • t f ---' - -	 -- -"





1 -7.781 0.050 1912. 5.141 17.8612 6.1337 -6.SS39 16.8663
-8.4954 1.10 52G.32
2 -3.512 0.053 20Uy• 5.1	 8 33.21200 8.1777
-12.1101 32.6566
-10.1 9 75 1.1T_. 520.32
3 0.578 0.053 20166 5.121 39.71134 9.7496
-12.2821 39 .879!1 -9.3476 1.1A 52.0.32
4 %.b46 0.056 [113. 5.175 42.59L7 10.915b
-11.5658 43.3429 -7.428A 1.25 520.365
_$a69R-U.054_2016. 5.144%?... 3004	 13,13 40. r11.T2D3 _4 4 .7563-_.5.6 Z^55_ .- _}..1852CL-32
6 12.b7O 0.053 2016. 5.2U3 48.3009 16.3686
-11.9030 5U.7150 -5.3751 1.1P 570.32
1 16.b43 U.0 15b 2113. 5.175 44.5287 17.6536
-10.6626 47.7194 .4.1 6 02 1.29 520.36
8 20.611 0.055 21136 5.255 43.9177 19.7593
-ID.7292 48.06314
_3.01 7 3 1 .25_.. 5 20.3Z_--
9 24.484 U.052 2016. 5.239 37.1lbO 23.2456 -11.4830 43.4124 -5.7123 1.18 520.36
10 28.368 0.049 19186 5.251 31.6592 • 26.3556 -12.0087 40.3798 .8.1 4 78 1.10 520.41
_	
... ....r k x... „: .w
Y	NAAL	 HUN CUNFIGURAlION







	 - -	 POM'Ek OFF
	 0 1003	 0 J 90
	
2
e a o	 •	 ,► STAT3ILITY AXIS	 s s.• s • - - ---.	 -	 -
_PQI1 thAL?hA .-_ CT I1/S yK l _^----- _CL--
__C0 .._ Cd CY_^__CMS 4Lt 	'
1 -?.b00 U-041 2629. 10.381 0.8S1i 0.303 -0.437
-0.017 -0.643 0.93.3
2 -3.:.044 0.043 2946. 1U.39e 1.778 0.420 -U.766 -0.039
-1.146.
-	 1.744.__
3 0.565 0.045 5044. 10.3t37 2.15? 0.521 -O.A14 -0.050 -1.207. ^•2.05f,




___.2.bU2Q.697_-- 0.77.Q mQ.-095___-1-I3 (,__w,__^ a42_fL__
6 12.bbO U.045 SU44. 1U.454 2.51,2 0.825
-0,735 -U.140
-1.175 2.387
7 16.614 0.045 3044, 10.520 2.463 0.954 -0.706 -0.167 -1.243 ?.253
8 20.615 U.044 3046.-_.10.560 2.445 1.112.. -0.721. -0.183-_,--1.330.___ 2.24b__^_^
9 24.476 U.042 2Y4b. 10.60O 2.000 1.178
-0.654 000199 :.1.434 1.7.81
10 28.417 0.040 2828. 10.658 1.810 1.302 -0.688 -0.135 1.601 1.54.4
NAAL HUN	 CUNFIGURATION YAW Q	 CT PF Hq
742 54 P06Eh OFF
 0	 1003	 0 90 2	 -
•	 • •	 •	 • THRUST	 PARAMETERS t • • • s
^P11tSlL__.AL^hL_ C.I__(1/501tf - _ Y l/T_ _ ___ D / T --- fl/ iC--..N/T--_ -P/I	 THKUSS	 710
1 -7.800 0.041 2029. 10.3bl 21.(600 7.31':1 -4.6220 20.4748
-10.1872 1.84 520.49
-3.544 0.043 294b. IU.3y6 4U.b9U9 9 . 6055 _ 14.6816. 40.0U69 -12.3U26 _, 1.94 ._ 520 . 54_
3 0.565 0.045 5044. 10.307 47.0838 11.4111 -14.5417 47.1942
-10.9455 2.03 520.58
4 4.626 0.045 3044. 10.399 52.F410 13.3776 -14.2 4 80 53.7487
-9.0718 2.03 520.62
^_ 8.b 7.3__y a04 4 .2992 1 	30.44.5 _5 Ike L U6 3-_.15. A 9 g2-..m19.1593_6U.285t_- 6.E84^i	 1_49	 520- 58
6 12.650 0.045 3044, 10.454 5E.L'4t3 18.1879 -13.2235 59.4445
-5.2927 2.03 520.F7
7 16.614 0.045 3044. 10.52U 54.3SSP 21.1445 -12.7728 '58.1322 -4.7201 2.03 520.62
8 20.(615 x.044 3043. 10.56U 54.3771 24.7502 -13.0931 5 9 .60 95 .-4.01.97_. ?.03 .Y_520.67
9 24.476 U.042 294b. I U . 6 U 0 4 6.66b6 27.4973
-13.0 4 26 53.8654
-5.6 9 11 1.94 520.71
10 28„417 0.04;U 2828. 10.658 4 4.A517 32.2551 -13.9218 54.7972 -7.0243 1.84 520.76
M*
A-01
14AAL	 NUN CUNT IGURATION	 YAW	 0	 CT	 DF
	
Hp
7w2- S5 ---	 -- -
	
POTvLh ON	 O 5.1
	
4	 90	 2
a s s s r STABILITY AXIS s s r r s
--POIIYL- ALNt1A	 CT _ _ I S HAH 1 _	 _t	
._6i	




1	 -6.391 4.292 32974•








3	 1.b77 4.308 33079.	 4.830	 x,448
	 -0.056	 -4.483	 -0.036















7	 18.123 4.264 33185,	 4.916
	 6.325
	 1.485	 -4.066	 -0.079
6	 22.208 4.238 33281 9
	4.972	 8.578	 2.121
	 -4.103	 -O.n94
9	 25.991 4.137 33281.
	 5.093	 7.607
	 2.544	 -4.025	 -U.•'00




NAAL	 HUN CONFIGUPATION	 YAW	 A	 CT
742 - - 55 -	 N4	 -- - - _
	
P06EN ON	 -	 0 5.1	 4 ~
r A s r r THRUST {ARANEIERS s r M s s
__ P_41trLa^f? ► fA	 C.Lsi/sdK r	 W	 ^/
 I-_ _...Ut i	 BZ t G	 v/t_
1	 -6.391 4.292 3297 4 .	 4.829	 1.5157 -0.2059 -0.6587
	
1.5332
2	 -2.248 4.345 33070,	 4.797	 1.6217 -0.1105 -0.8579	 1.6248
3	 1,677 4.308 3307`$.	 4.830	 1.7286 -0.0130 -O.A494	 1.7273




	- !)99----1 .E571_A.153U_ Q.t082-1.G560-
6	 14.046 4.296 33178.	 4.877	 1.8897	 0.22Ab -0.7837	 1.88A6
7	 18.123 4.264 33185,	 4.916	 1.9524	 0.3484 -0.7785	 1.9639
8	 22.208 4.238 33281,
	 4.972	 2.6241	 0.5005 -0.7903	 2.0631
9	 25.991 4.137 33287.	 5.0113	 1.8385
	 0.6149 -0.7941	 1.9220









































0.0 4 6P	 89.43-_ 520.14 _...___.























0.2 5 25	 90.39	 520.14
:`ti•^..*^b ra^ns^r^'R1^„a..	 :.,, ,	 ?^'?!'r>_U;±•^?t.Y!s:-4;8a^^
r
NAAL RUN	 CONFIGURATION YAW 0	 CT OF RO
742- 56 -- -- - POWLR ON - - 0
	 10.3	 2 90 2
• s a	 e	 • S7AHILITY AXIS	 • •	 s	 •	 • ----	
__._... __
_ PD1bLL_RLf'hA Ci__ry/svH1.^. y _ .CL_
_L0. -_ Cn_ C.Y_ _-LNS	 CL5-




2 -2.74[ 2.081 33181. 10.072 4.847 0.115 -2.769
-0.020
-0.794 ..._4.659
3 1.366 2.082 33276. 10.118 5.215 0.370
-?_.736
-0.035 .-0.959 4.972





	 5247 A6 13.52U 1.024 32971. 10.240 5.85A 1.054 -2.467 0.093
-0.9119 5.646
7 17.568 2.021 33074, 10.309 6.014 1.485 -2.461
-0.122
-1.012 5.83?8 i 1. 4 48 1.978 32915• 10.4130 5.504
	 _._ 1.757 - 2.417 - 0.266
_- ,- 1.510_._.._.5.11309 25.422 1.961 32972. 10.5b8 5.375 2.145
-2.449 -0.31'5
-1.654 5.292
10 29.382 1.966 33071. 10.704 5.207 2.431 -2.407 -0.349
-2.036 5.208
HAAL NUN	 CONFIGURATION YAW DFQ	 CT KO
7h2 36 _-- POWER 04 0 1003 - V 2 90 2
• • • • •- rHkUST PARAMETERS • • • •
-^Q1HL^!^L^NA CT_^I /SVIlI
_L!L___D/.T
_.l1LTC ^/T -al-l-Ili^usr rro
1 -6.883 2.065 53077. 10.0110 2.1170 -0.0663
-1.0773 2.1096
-0.1878 811.42 520.192 -2.742 2.061 33181. 10.072 2.3293 O.n543 .-I.OA65 2.3240 -0.1656
___89.97._ 520.03 1.368 2.082 33270. 10.118 2.5047 0.177ti •1.072') 2.5083
-0.1179
	
• 90,39 520.194 5.443 2.034 32971. 10.11+7 2.7020 0.3094 • 1.0623 2.7192
-0.0516 84.92 520.23
5	 __9,494 2,050 10..166_Z.BU3A0a4172_.!_1.0243 2.E34?_^n51^_@9.4^ ^20.^1
6 13,5202.024 32911. 10.240 2.8941 0.5211 -0.9950 2.9397 0.1698 88.92 520.23
7 17.568 2.021 33074, 10.309 2.9748 0.1648 -0.9937 3.0579 0.11173 89.41 520.27
8 . 21,448 1.978 32975• 10.48U 2.7027 0.8882 -0.9974 2.9148 0.190788.9t1__52Q.3 29 25.422 1.961 32972 9 10.568 2.7402 1.0936
-1.0193 2.9444 0.1886 88.92 520.41
10 29.382 1.946 33071, 10.704 2.6748 1.2490
-1.0095 2.9436 0.2240 89.40 520.36
M1
.	 :.	 ,.	 ^..- .......	
..,. ^- Tn-cu	 v	 "v--^.-:.rZt.•q,4'^atF'^n^np-''".;rte;
NAAL RUN	 CONFIGURATION YAM 0	 CT OF Mp
742---57	 - 1^ -	 - ^ - PObEh ON 0 5.1
	
4 90 2
• s	 •	 a	 • STABILITY AXIS	 a s •	 a	 • -- -- -_
	
^- -
__-E9IHLALPH A CT._ N/S9R 1 0- -&A _Cx _Gd 5 LLS
1 29.914 3.964 33070, 5.256 7.203 2.b68 -3.899 -0,343 -7.007 7.1499
2 31.935 4.008 33274, 5.255 7.243 ...3.144 •3.929 -0.343 .	 -2.130
 7.616
3 33.882 4.039 33276. 5.214 7.094 3.367 -3.932 •0.337 -2.352 7.516
% 33.867 3.185 33363. 5.316 6.887 3.466 -3.842 -0.375 -2.372 7.420
NAAL HUN CONFIGURATION TAM 0 CT OF Hp
742 57^ POMEh - ON	 0 5.1 4 90 2
•	 • s	 a	 • THRUST FARAMETERS • i s	 •	 • ---- ----^ ---
_ PO jN.l_A LF^H.^__CT Nj54Hi Y L/T
__
-THRUST TTu
1 29.914 3.964 33070. 5.256 1.8172 0.7235 -0.8030 1.9359 0.2790 89.3,9 520.41
2	 -- 31.935 4 .00 A 53274, 5.255 I.C.071 0.7844. -0.8003_ . . 1.9435	
__0.2 5 02 ---- 9U.31 ..520.32_.
3 33.882 4.039 33273. 5.214 1.7563 0.8337 -0.7947 1.922A 0.2870 90.36 520.36	 -'
4 35.867 3.985 33385. 5.316 1.7281 0.8697 -0.7870 1.9100 0.3071 90.b9 520.56
"2
	NAAL	 HUN COWL GURATION




58	 POWEh ON	 a 10.3	 1	 90	 2
• • e s a STABILITY AXIS • • • • •




	 0.279	 -1.bbU	 -0,020




3	 1.029 0.929 21167.	 10.292	 3.896
	 0.634
	 -1.723	 -0.056






5--- 9.126 -_0.921__21167 i__10.379 -
	4.313
	 0.921_-1.616____-0.102
6	 13.124 U.927 21264.	 10.397	 4,306
	 1.077	 -1.528	 -0.139





8	 21,098 U.90 4 21164,	 10.512	 4.163	 1.534 __.-1.487	 -0.259








--1	 30.872_-D.886 -211 â 5._-10 ._7,31^-3.37 8 	 1- 984___.1w423___-0.271





M.Lh OIJ	 0 10.3	 1
• • • +	 THRUSI fAHAMFTERS • + « + t
P0 IPII__ A L N i1 A _.. 	CT_ - N/SGKI -	 u------	 L/T---	 U / T -- M/ TL
__._. ..N/T.
1	 -7.199 0.917 2u9bb.	 10.250	 3.?984	 U.3047 -1.4765	 3.234?
2	 -3.069 0.920 21057.	 lu.300	 3.A381
	
0.5021 -1.5321	 3.8057
3	 1.029 0.929 2116f.	 10.792	 4.19',5	 0.6825 -1.5140	 4.2041
4	 5.110 U.925 21166.	 10.330	 4.5075
	 0.8603 -1,4914	 4.5662
_^	 .9.126._0.921 -21161._10.314 - 4
.fib10-_.._1.0000--1.4315._--'1.7803_
6	 13.124 0.927 11264.	 10.347	 4.6443
	 1.1621 -1.34h4	 4.7869
7	 17.201 0.920 21261.	 10.471	 4.9527	 1.5209 -1.3987	 5.1510




9	 25.U37 0.907 21263.	 10.619	 4.3972
	 1.993b -1.3727	 4.8277
10	 28,920 0.894 21163.	 10.694	 3.9615
	 2.1147 -1.3120	 4.4901
	


















..1. 5 76 .-
	 3.966 .-




-1. 8 23	 3.408
	
9.4 A























_-0.2 4 49	 41..03520.49
	






















YAM	 0	 CT	 OF
	 HQ
POWLY ON	 -	 0	 10.3 0.1	 90
	
2
+ r • • • STA81LITY AXIS s • r • s
.p91N.h.ALPM A . ^- CT - N/ SQHI -_. .M ____ CL	 CL)----, Ch	 CT..-______CNS	 BLS
1 -7.698 0.063 3874.. 10.384 1.167 0.297 -0.567 -0.020 -0.883 1.194.
2 -3.489 11.066 .5987. 1U.334 1.`1	 0 0.423 -0.N54 -0,039 -1.153 .	 1.908
3 0.625 0.06b 3907. 10.3's8 2,313 0.520 -0.876 -0,055 -1.2(19 2.203
4 4.682 U.06b 3987, 10.547 2.117 0.612 -0,856 -0,072 -1.190 2.425
--3_..-_ 8.727._ U.066 .__3987.10.341 _2.7b9 0.7013____- 0.831_ -0.093 --x1.133-.2.6UQ
6 12.719 0.066 3907. 10.419 2.7b4 0.839 -0.783 -0.138 -1.164 2.567
7 16.b84 0.065 3767. 10.444 2.4.7G 0.977 -0.755 -0.180 -1.225 2.400
A 20.662 0.065 3986. 10.497 2.563 1.135 -0.762. -0.207 -1.330 2.368.- _i__i	 .-.
9 24.600 U.065 3986. 10.545 2.417 1.222 -0.730 -0.208 -1.332 2.247
10 28.526 0.062 387b. 10.596 2.140 14315 -0.722 -0.2,98 -1.424 1.966
	 I
NAAL HUN	 CONFIGURATION TAM g	 CT OF Np
742 59. -^ -	 - POWLR ON - 0-10.3 0.1 90 2
s r r r a THRUST PARAMETERS r s s r r -	 ^F
_
-P41HL^_ ^L^11A _C1 _ry/SOKt _. Y.^_- ._.L/T- --_ 0 /i_r 11lTG TH -UST TIO
1 -7.698 0.063 3876. 10.384 18.3U36 4.6622 - 7.?618 17.5141 - 7.0722 2.8.8 510.71
2. -3.489 0.066 3987. 10.334 29.2690 6,3466
-10.4606 26.8283 - A .1182 1.95 520.76
3 0.623 U.066 3907. 10.348 34.7596 7.8273
-10.7532 34.8427 -7,4487 2.9^i 520.76
4 4.b82 0.066 3987. 10.347 38.8774 9.2087 -10.5000 39.43)4 -6.n042 2,95 5110,80
5 e.717 UL066_ 4 9 8 7 . 10.141 _!+ 1.8b27__10.6321 --10.1913 .__43.0111_-4.1535	 2..95T5Zu. pa
6 12.719 0.066 3987. 10.419 41.8224 12.7045 -9,6740 43.5934 -3.1 8 44 2,95 520.A0
7 16.684 0.063 3987. 1044% 4 0.5925 14.8296 -9.35b9 43.1411
-2.5 5 13 2.9'1 520.80
8 20.662 0.065 - 398b. 10.497 39.0710 17.3056 -9.4940 42.66 4 5 -2.4058	 -_-_ 2.95 - 510. 3 4_ -
9 24.600 0.065 3986. 10.545 37.0192 18.7167
-9.1321 41.4506 -1.6074 2.95 920,34
is 28.526 0 n 062 3876. 10.596 *34.2591 21.0586 -9.4437 40.1568
-2.1 4 07 2.83 520.93
